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facilities are used. 

is intended for the site administrator who needs to know how DDP 
n-,.,f'I/"i-nr>1rc fit the programmer who wants examine the C0]1C(~m~S 

vu.'.Av,",u. and the person who uses the DDP facilities. 

This and index. 

the 

Section 

-.--.-,.r,,,nnrc< that are available and VAf-'J.UUJ.O how fit 

Section 

Lists the you must have and do to make your DDP network oplercltlC)ll2lL 

Section The Transfer 

Describes in detail the use of this sends files and from one 08/3 
<ou",rL:>1'Yl to another. 
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Section 5. The OS/3 to UNIX O/S DDP File Transfer 

Describes in detail the use of this facility, which lets you transfer files 
between an 08/3 system and a UNIX® 

and forth 

Section 6. The DDP File Access 

Describes in detail the use of this which lets you access and process files on 
remote 08/3 systems and write jJJLI.'",U.lJ.LVL .. programs that can communicate with 
other application programs on remote C'uc,t"n'1I'YI C' 

Section 7. BAL ......-.,.,n.rfI'1 ... o .. "'" Level Interface 

Explains how to access the distributed functions n ... rnT1fiori DDP with user-
written basic assembly language programs . 

"-' ........... JLtJlJJ..'V DDP File ......... rI. ...... Submission Session 

8hows a typical file copy and job submission from a local host to a remote host . 

.1\.I:IDt~n(UX B. Command Function 

Lists the DDP commands by function . 

............. ..,.".. ...... ..,.. C. Command Format ...-: ........... ' ......... ..."...7 

Lists the DDP commands alphabetically. 

fJ...., .......... , ........ D. Command 

Lists those commands and parameters that ... ornll,~n the use of other commands and 
parameters. 

DDP Commands in a Batch Stream 

Explains how to submit DDP commands as a remote batch job and gives a .:>UJ.J.J....,Jlv 

enter stream. 

Provides a chart for listing your system-assigned job numbers and any other pertinent 
data from your log file for accounting purposes. 

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T Information Systems. 
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This 
statements: 

conventions to illustrate commands and control 

number of obvious entries. 

Lowercase letters and terms in commands "'o'-''''''co'-,'' information that you must 
These lowercase terms may contain for Lowercase 

letters and terms in variables the CUC!'r.::>1rYl 

to you. 

Information within braces ( necessary entries. You must choose one. 

in the order indicated. Code no:nO()SftlOJnal 

Insert commas after each the last. When you omit a 
U..LL"-,'''-'''- (or a within a series of 
retain the comma to indicate the omission. When you omit a 

IJv.J..L" ... v.u .......... .--n ... """""rr .... omit its associated comma even when a 
>">o· .. "' ........ ,-..!-,..,.,.. follows. Code I-'''', ... " ... ''' ....... ''''A nn ... 'CllTY'l,c."-,,,,,..,,, 

the order 
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.... ,.,·n"· .. ..,1-·Q 1<'C>u~){7rn·rI 11'"\"' .... "'....",.,1-,,, ... '" from each other and from ........... ''''' .. ·.n-n by 
spaces. This is different from normal 08/3 format. 

Use underlines as indicated in commands. DDP uses "nl'l,,, .. I""I"'<:' to 
two in a is 

selecl;ea ......... "v .... u ..... ' ... A'-'< ........... 1 when you omit a 
eXElmJ)le, the default for the MODE 

MODE= 

Code zero or more spaces before a DDP command. Conclude each command with 
one or more spaces for the last command on a which does not .... "r.,"' .. " 

the space. 

Commands may continue on lines if the last character on the line to 
be continued is an In a the may appear 

where a space may appear, and DDP treats it as the last character on the 
line. The may follow zero or more spaces and must be fonowed at 
least one space before a comment uv~;;. . .u ... ",. 

The exclamation mark is the comment character and terminates line SCEmrnng. 
It may appear 
to be used 

in a command that a space may appear; it does not have 
at the end of a If you use it in the middle of a 

... u .... ual .... u., however, be sure to a continuation character before it so that 
your command may continue on the next line. 

since the "'......"nn· .. '" 

on the next line. 

Character and end with Apostrophes (') within 
must be doubled. Parameter values string format if they contain a comma 
(,), space (6), semicolon (;), exclamation mark 0), apostrophe ('), quote ("), pound 

(#), sign (=), or (&). Note that the exclamation mark and 
ampersand within a are simply characters within that string. They 
do not have usual as the comment and the continuation 
characters. 
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x 

you 

DDP SUBMIT REQUEST=iRV CGV, 
T=30 HOST=N825 

n=\.IC:IYI:;)QQ N=186309, i#& 

DDP SUBMIT REQUEST=RRV 
IT=30 HOST=N825 

Note that: 

concatenation character 
be followed 

zero or more spaces, and may 

to continue a character you must use both 
concatenation character may be 
surrounded any number of blanks and may appear in any order. 

AUTl,,"'r.c, ... if the concatenation character follows the it must 
be on the next since of the first line terminates at the 
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a ", ...... hn,.., ... ", or software It's 
local managers 

central access to all data. 
over data and 

Just as administrative company are distributed over a 
number of managers, so and data are distributed over a number 
of To the administrative of the local while at 
the same time central you need a DDP c'uc't-nlrn 

functional u..:>.-,,",,",,,. between you and the communications network. 
Let's examine each of these U..:>I-/<:; .... '''.::> in detail. 

ADDP COlDPut,ers .... U.IJU'J~'-' of In<le{)erlOEm 
telecommunications so that each can use the other's 

The 
and process transactions ,U~'''''''''''I'''A"LU''''·~~''.'.Y 
not terminals - in a DDP ~"{"!rnlrn 
best. 

70044508-000 
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programs 

... Ar ..... OTY'OC to access 

HOST B 

DDP 

NETWORK NETWORK 

CAL II PHYSICAL 



that nodes. 

are: 

Each host must have an 

can work .... A(Yn£:' ... at-'~l'O 

each host available at any 
A.lH .... "'~.I"'J..l' .. H:a.l" hosts. 

take the same forms any communications nD,run",..I? 

communications network 
~':rC~t-01rY'1 is a subset of a communications hosts and terminals. Since 

lIHleT)erlUEmL hosts are .'~AA~~'~, of course those hosts may themselves have 
terminals. 

So if you have a communications you won't have to make any 
",AU"".L .. ",'"''''' in it when you move to DDP. 

"'JlHAiJ.l''-'''''' form of In(leJ)erWEmt COInputE~r 
.... ,y .... 1",,"1"1, .. ·o1-·.£\n is a link between a processor and a .... .,.,"\,...", ..... ."".,-"... 

.""'''T(~T01rn 80 processor and a prIDg1:alnnlal)le 
DDP ""rI·1-'rn' ... ..,t·'A ..... 

SYSTEM 80 -/ /-----1 UTS 400 

Host System 

Minimal 

Intelligent 
Terminal 

used as a terminal to a it is 
Once its programs are loaded from the 80 

processor, it can store and can them with no further 

In the star and it is to note that not all OS/3 
DDP comands are available between hosts with no direct connection since OS/3 does 

For all DDP commands to be available to all 
a direct connection with an other hosts. 

70044508-000 1-3 
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The star is one of the structures most used in 
networks. 

as it is in communications 

Star structures are 1"1"." ..... ""''',,1'''1,'''' 

still -<.U~A."'l-/vAj'U'-'·-<A 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

hierarchicaill'e>I.::l!hlulc::hln hosts 

It's itself treats all hosts as 
Each can data from the others. The central host, in addition to its 

U-AA'-'IJ-'-V.U."'. switches messages from one host on a of the star to another. 

You may make the central host the or make it monitor the functions of the 
other hosts. But you may also decide rnTTO'rOT1r For your 

-rY"I-n."f-, .... could be on one of the and the central host could be a small 
U.HA .... .lUiF.J.U.;::' traffic. This structure frees the 

70044508-000 



Headquarters 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

~ With the 

I 

/ 
I 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

I 
I 

HOST 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

computer on one of the 

A star structure with many transfers messages since each message 
to its destination with no more than one host. Fast communication makes 
the star efficient. 

DDP can also use the form of communication. 

70044508-000 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

I 
I 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

A 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

I 
I 
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Headquarters 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

INDEPENDENT 

Star 
Central 
Host 

Ring 

INDEPENDENT 
HOST 

/ 

So what do these various structures mean to mean you can have 
whatever of hosts your company needs to process data 

4508-000 



Decentralized evolve from 
roATY1",-"i-,-, ... that's not connected to the 
may be as elaborate as the central C!,,"~r01rn 

Decentralized c;-.:",-W-nTYl c; c;-.:,c,t-O"iY\ c; when 

as "''-I, ........... '''. "'''~ ...... ' '''nh ....... " must be able to access data on any 
other. 
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Centralized c;uc,1"o'1'Y'IC 

hardware cost so much that I>"' .. Y\'O"\ ......... "." .. 

to it .... ".,., . ..-., ..... ("1" c()nstarltly 
methods. But the of (,>I,..""..nllt-l~'" 

own 

and can access facilities 
to send back data to a 

-'...JH,LDd,LLb hosts saves money because the demand for excess "<:> .... 'O""1"~T 

You may decide to structure your network the star r>"l'~+·"T1,,,·..,.i-·'An with a 
main and hosts. 

Or you may do away the 
combined of your 

Whichever you offers you a range of hardware and software 
ensure that your C"HC'i:-Aln"\ meets your demands. 

increases when a manager has control over all the tools necessary to make 
decisions. data is a vital tool. Under a centralized roA ... V'I .... '"i-'..-.rr 

managers may not have immediate access to their own 
and stored elsewhere. may take to 

manual methods. And managers may not welcome new centralized 
",u~vV.l.,v.u,;::l, since such functions can mean loss of control. 

Under a DDP local managers control the local the 
pe:rSOlnn.el, and the data. Increased communication between managers and data 

can result in better services needs. managers 
find themselves more of the services the .... A1''Y'I ... ''''i-c .... can nn,M"A'I""1'V'I 

to 

4508-000 



Centralized make sense in a centralized A 
centralized for may use remote terminals to collect raw data from 

<ALJ.'vU.''-',"", and use those same terminals to send back directions from the 
u.v 'v.o. "'JlVU, ,,u-L,,"-... "--'-LLb group. If the managers with are at central 

it makes sense for them control all data. 

If a 
he:aO()WHters is once-a-year and if his 

u-,u,,,.u .... "', it makes sense for him to have a 

But most business "' ... " ......... ,"',-,.1-,1"."" 

use what we a distributed m,mclg-em(mt C"'<7<'1-, ......... 

made at different levels. A distributed data n-..,,,,,C>,ccqn 

ideal central coordination 
decentralized sites. Distributed too much central control on the 
one hand and every man Local managers 
control local but central managers can access it. 

If you have a central with many remote terminals that raw data to 
your communications costs may be very But you process that raw 
data on a small at the remote site and then send a summary, 
communications costs are bound to be less. 

DDP may also decrease the load on your central roA1rY>1r'\n-l-".". 

The needs to less time cnT'lt'CJi.1].:n'h among r>Al'Y1nOrlnrr and can 
devote more resources to U'v'"VA,U!J,U._HA.o.AJ'p;;.. This may allow you to retain your 
n .... ,occ.n1- r>ATY'\Ty"-I-"' .... rather than one. 

A""Y"'T~-i'7",h'An share resources. 
"A7 ..... n'I1't'£:' ... in another branch may not need a 

occasional users can access as 
neea,ea, ",urn,...,..,,..,. demands for a local C'nc,-I-n11'Y'1 

you control costs. Let's say 
.. LU\ ... "'~J"'AA\..<.'-'-',-'-IJ nA't"...r\"i-,n"." at five different sites in your company . 

..... n ... "£> ..... -I- increase in data But since DDP 
makes communications and coordination among those hosts faster and 
may be able to centralize skilled and smaller staffs of less 
persons at the remote sites. the central staff may be able to do a 

deal of the program that otherwise would have been 
done at the remote sites. 

70044508-000 1-9 
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.L --'-F,.HAU'''.UJlF, the 

site 

is de~,crlbE~d 

..-"" .... ..,.r-,-,,-. communications access -nr>OT'-"'''' software 

DCA termination access 
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You can enter DDP commands at the a or a workstation. 
use a terminal or workstation that doesn't need to be dedicated to 

DDP. 

Some DDP functions take a time to execute. For you may want to copy 
a very file. Or you may want to start a program on a host and then have to 
wait to establish a connection. your terminal is not reserved for DDP 
rtll'1"'lrlrr the entire DDP Once you have entered the DDP commands to start 

u.U.'v..,.J.'UJ.J .• you may tasks after the DDP you has 

DDP commands aren't reserved for remote tasks. You can also use them to 
local tasks. use your own host's identification number for the 

-..Ar'Ann-nnl' host. You may not want to do that since limited kinds of 
tasks can be DDP commands. But if you need to -n£>' ..... " ... TYl 

a such as a start or a file copy, while with 
commands to do the 

1-1 7004 45m3-000 
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1. 

Four Unisys DDP n ... r\r111"'!"C are available: 

D D P transfer 

• OS/3 to UNIX O/S DDP file transfer 

DDP file access --- .. ----.1 

• IMS DDP transaction 

pr~)mlcts. describing what they do for you. 
Section 3 gives their DDP network and Sections 4 6 V""~JHA"U 
how you use the file transfer and file access facilities. 

Detailed information on 
See the on,,, ... r\,n ... , 

the IMS DDP transaction facility is not provided in this 
IMS manuals (listed at the end of this section). 

The DDP transfer facility allows you to transfer files and jobs between 08/3 C·<7,~t-.a'rnc 
You can also about availability of a file or the status of a job on a remote 
system. A simple set of English-based commands is all you need to use the file 
transfer facility. 

a 

You can copy data files, library files, or individual modules from library files and send 
these files to another host. 

You can transfer files in three ways: 

4!1 From a local system to a remote system 

From a remote system to a local system 

• From a remote system to a remote system 

70044508-000 2-1 



You can 

<A.iJ·U·""""'-IJ'V a data base O\..-A.AUJLAJ.p;;, files to a remote host 

Send a file of programs to a remote host and run the programs later 

Make a new copy of a file that has been UPlaa1~ea. at another host 

I) Send files to a remote host for a For an annual 
may one-time access to data on several hosts. If many ",,-,r,,-,r'::JT 

access to those files are the most way to do the 
copy all the files onto one host and run the program there. 

In addition to file you can also: 

* Send control streams form of program AHVU.UlAv from one host to another 

«& Start a on a remote host 

and re~mona. to messages from a on a remote host 

about the status of your on a remote host 

Communicate with the of a remote host 

When you send control streams to a remote you must know details about the 
and devices of your remote host so you can write control stream to 

conform to its limits. 

Job streams must be to be sent. And once you send they may be 
in any time sequence - not just in the one you originally So don't 

send jobs to different hosts if the successful completion of one job depends on the 
execution of another. for instance, A sends data to job B, execute both jobs on 
the same host. 

What to it returns automatically to the sending 
host's spool file. Then it's n ... ,n't£>n to your instructions in the job 
control stream. In addition to automatic you can send the output to a 
third host or send multiple i-h"·,."nrrh,",,,i- the DDP system. 
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Jobs are sent to remote hosts various reasons. 

Move a that's too for one COlnDutE~r to a more nr\1iHO'';-'' 

Move a file to where the file resides 

v'<"-'."";..'o-J you have a 
sites. Each remote site needs to access 
But the site where the file resides ...... !J'-.. u.",JO::> 

of the file at each site 
efficient to 
submit their 

When the remote sites need to access 
the site the resides. 

Section 4 ."... ..... rHTH'IOC' information on this 

The OS/3 to UNIX O/S DDP file transfer lets you transfer files np.l',Wf~p.n 
and UNIX You can use DDP commands to 
UNIX from an OS/3 on OS/3 c"<7c1-orn 

You can copy data files or individual modules from 
another host. 

You can transfer files in three ways: 

1. From a local cuc'"i""£>1rn to a remote "'UC'1'l>1rY'1 

2. From a remote C'uc,t-n,rro to a local 

3. From a remote C''HC~t-01rn to a remote C,,<rc~"i""01rn 

files to send these 

Either the local or the remote C-uC,"i""01rn can be a UNIX c"<rc'i-l:>1'Y'O 

You can: 

..... ..,.L.L'-'c"''"'''-' a data base ov .............. u,;;:;.. files to a remote host 

Send a module to a remote host 

Make a new copy of a file that was UI-"U.a.IJ<JU another host 

See Section 5 for more detailed information on this 
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The DDP file access enables you to access and process files on remote 
08/3 systems and write programs that can and communicate 

aplplH~at:LOn programs on other 08/3 

You can access MlRAM data files on remote 08/3 systems and process them on your 
local a host to the device 
..... "' ...... b.L .... Ll ... vA.LU set for that file. DDP win then connect your program with the -"olrYl{\t-ol-" 

located file. No are in your program. Remote file 
eliminates the need for you to copy a remote file on your before you can access 
and process it. 

You can write basic assembly (BAL) programs that can communicate 
(converse) with remote 08/3 systems in your DDP network. You can write 

programs that you can use to transfer data from one host to 
another host, elaborate on the and then send it back to the original host. 

The program that initiates the conversation is called the primary program, and the 
initiated program is called the surrogate program. However, the primary and 

can reverse roles. There is no limit to the number of status changes that 
can be requested between a of programs. In up to 255 surrogate 
programs can be initiated by a program. 

All ..... ()(Tt'<:I,1rYl __ 't()_r .... ·()rr ..... <::l1rYl conversations are initiated and controlled a set of 
mcmclgemEmt macroinstructions embedded in both ........... ,· .. Y'''~ ...... 7 and 

surrogate programs. These macroinstructions enable a program to: 

@ Establish a conversation with another program (DOPEN) 

Direct a communication to a surrogate program (DM8EL) 

Transfer data between programs and 

Transfer primary/surrogate control between programs (DMCTL) 

It Terminate a conversation with a program 

8ection 6 more information on this facility. 
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The IMS DDP transaction lets you process IMS transactions at a remote OS/3 
system. To use this each OS/3 must: 

1. Define an ICAM network that ",,, .. "\1"\1>,,,."'" 

2. 

........... " ...... 'U. .. u."5 a LOCAP macroinstruction 
or receive remote transactions 

£ __ ",-1,.,,,,,,,,,,,, a multithread IMS 

that will send 

3. Include a LOCAP statement in the (>r.l'~-tllTlll1'·a-tl for each remote IMS 

For further see the 1MS .... "'''l-n1n'l -.:,,,"' .... ,.,,,,. .. 

and the ICAM nno, ... aTlrH7 

In a DDP a terminal f\r'\£~ ... arn ... 

initiates the transaction. The the transaction routes 
the transaction to a remote system where a IMS processes the transaction 
and sends back a response. The remote transaction may be user action 
programs in RPG basic language) or 
,.,...""",..-" language). There is little difference between the way action programs process 

a remote transaction and the way process a local transaction. Most IMS features 
are available, the use of screen format services. 

The three different ways in which IMS can route a transaction to a remote are 
'-'-"'-IJAU. ... U.'-,u. in the subsections. 
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A terminal Ani" .... "''!"'' ... 
transaction at a remote The transaction code and the remote 
,,"'{,c't-Alrn associated are defined to IMS in the The IMS 
routes the message to the where action programs or 
the transaction. Once the transaction a communications link is established 
between the terminal the remote This allows a 
transaction 

OS/3IMS 

SENDS 
BACK 

RESPONSE 

Ino,""O"I"""'" ".A"t-, .. ..,,. is similar to ('i, .. ·o(>"t",,1""U r~JUi~ln!!. 

associated with the remote <"""c.t-,-"rn 

character is defined in the IMS "''''''~1"""cn''~'''1""lAn 

transaction code 

ACTION 
PROGRAM 

"'IJ'J'-',", .. U character is 
The '-'OJ"""""" 

where the transaction is DrlDCE~ssea in the same manner 

OS/3IMS 

SENDS 
BACK 

RESPONSE 
ACTION 

PROGRAM 
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in its message a message a 
transaction code. IMS routes this message to the remote where action programs 
process the transaction and return a message to the action program or its 
successor. The action program at the IMS can then return a message to the 
terminal or can issue another ACTIVATE can to initiate another remote 
transaction6 

For network rln .. -, ...... ,,1-, 

OS/3 IMS 

ACTION 
PROGRAM 
ACTIV ATE 

pr<)CeSslng, refer to the 1MS System ...... ''' ... nn'''.,. 

UP-11907. 

For details on to process IMS DDP tranS~;tctJlOns. refer to: 

• 1MS Action UP-9206 

1MS /Assembler Programs 1.1I1.IH.I.I,'.V Guide, UP-9207 
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To use the DDP file transfer and file access 
have: 

""""' .. " .. ..,.,""'''', all hosts in your C"UC,t-01rY'1 must 

Interactive services 

with the demand mode interface 
",,,Ft-U7'"'''''' , ..... ,,01 ","'I, ..... N' the DCA termination system 

Consolidated data mamageIn€11t (CDM) 

utilities (for file transfers) 

• DDP transfer facility 

Notes: 

and related ICAM 

1. For models 8-20 users, some the required software is contained in Extended 
System Software (ESS). 

2. On non-OS /3 systems, you must have that system's equivalent of as /3 for 
example, UNIX Information Services (IS /5000 or IS /6000). 

To use the IMS DDP transaction see the IMS System Support Functions 
Programming Guide, and the ICAM operations guide for your system. 
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You can DDP reduce main by having 
the DDP modules resident that are common to all DDP functions. When you (Tn-nn,,.c'l" 

the OS/3 ""."...,. ..... ., 

RESHARE=DDPL 

to make all local pn)CeSS]lllg modules "'LC>,S'~'.t..r1.Lc>r,.~.t, or 

RESHARE=DDPR 

to make all DDP modules "."'c',rt,,, ........ 

installation guide for your c"",i-n1rr! 

"' ....... U..U.JLF. the DDPL group. See the software 

You may also the at initialization time. 
for your system. The same modules at either cHc'i-n1rr! (T.n ..... ,,,,,.,,,'" 

initialization. 

You enter DDP commands at a a work~;ta1~1O]1. or an OS/3 cuc·i-nl'Y1 console. 

DDP also uses but you don't have to worry about their number or 
size. DDP takes care of that for you some DDP STATUS 
response messages show you the number and size of buffers used. The 
number varies with the DDP commands run. 

All DDP local and remote in the interactive services files on the 
systems involved with the DDP This information is at the system 
console after interactive services shutdown time. 

3-1 is a "" ... , .... 1-,,,,,1- of a session CO""""",1n ..... a series of commands that 
were entered by the (Vnl~"''''·f"A''' At the end of the a DDP STATUS COMMAND 
was entered to "''t'',.,.""r.£\ information is at 
the end of the log DTlntcmt. 
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o 
o 
+=>
+=>
U1 
o 
<to o 
o 
o 

<fJ 
w 

jlOGON 
LOGON RWK.BU=ND 
DB IS~9 LOGON ACCEPTED AT 13:32:41 ON 90/05/24, REV 08,0.053 

SESSION 
DDP n,U( USER=OPEfIAl0R MESSAGE= OF nop TEST" 
DC 00r002 CAl 002 TALK COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=OOD002 13:3~~14 

00 FTR 022 TALK COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000002 13:34:19 
ODP CREATE FILE=",TEST.FILE.RES· REG=VTOC 
DE 001"002 CA ACCEPTED WO=000003 13:35:01 
OF 001"022 FfR 022 CREATE COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000003 13:35:05 
DDP cepy FROM='DOP55TRH 
OG CO~lINUE CURRENT OOP 

$:'LLUU,KL:"L" £. 

OH 'OOP55TRM,TEST.FIlE.RES,l" 
OJ 00F021 CII2 008 COMMAND ERROR WO=OOOCOq 13:36:09 
OK KEYWORD VALUE TO·00P5STRM.TEST.FIL IS INVALID 
OL 00r021 CA2 020 COpy COMMAND ERROR wO=000004 13:36:10 

TO IDENTIFICATION 

.FILE.RES.L" 

YO=OOOCO~ 13:36:11 
LISTED ABOVE 

.L" r. 

COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=OODOOS 13:31:01 
FfR 022 COpy COMMAND COMPLETED WO=OOODD5 13:31:27 

00 PREVIOUS USER FUNCTION KEY ~OT PROCESSED 
DOP S~BMIT REOuEST="FS LO' 
DE 00F002 002 COMMAND WO=000G06 13:38:01 
OF L-DDPSSTRM OOP COMMON TE 89/11/24 02:51 
OG ISC3 FSTITUS FINISHED, 00001 

COMPLETED WO=000CD6 13:3B:lq 
PROCESSED 

YO=000001 13:3B:'1Q 

001"022 PURGE COMMAND COMPLETED wO=000007 13:39:03 
PROCESSED 

REQUESTED 
USER=RWK 

CII 002 STATUS ACCEPTED WO=000008 13:39:22 
U~ERIO BUFFERS BUF SIZ W.O. COUNT 

01 R~K 00002 0009116 000001 
DB W.C.# FUNCTION PRIM SECN STARTED COMPLETE STATuS 
DC 008002 TALK NOOq NOOq 3:3q:17 13:34:19 TEf'M NORMALLY 

TERM NORMALLY 
TERM NORMALLY 

lOGOFF 

NOD4 NOD'! 13:35:02 13:35:D5 
NOD4 N004 13:31:09 13:37:27 
N004 N004 13:38:03 13:38:14 
NOD'! NOD4 13:38:46 13:39:03 

TERM NORMAllY 
TEI<M NORMALLY 

IN PROGRESS 
COMPLETED ~0=000008 13:39~ 

:39 

ON 90/05/21. 

IIcer NO= LOEON AT 3:32:~6.990 lOGOFF AT 12:'16.990 
OJ:28.211 TASK PRIORI T y=;:n DATE=90/05/24 DATE=90/05/24 

TIME OF EVENT 

lOGOFF AT 13:39=38~?!3 CONNECT TI~E OO:06:51~793 
NUMBER OF [XCP'S=00003Q38 

L 13: 32::: 4 IS 
W 1 3: 32:::" 1 

Id 1:3 3'1 09 
3 34 15 

1:3 34 2 a 
34 5"1 

W 1 3: 35 02 
3::: 35 05 

1 3::: 35::: 3 8 
13:35:'12 

W 13: 35:4 :3 
II 13; 3b: iJ 8 

13:36:09 
3: 36:1 (] 
3: 3b: 1 0 
3; 3b::: I 

W 1:3::: 36: 1 1 
13:36:::11 
13: 36:&1 1 

1/ 13:36:::'15 
3: 3b::: II 5 

13:37:07 
13:37:07 
13: 31:2 S 

1/ 13:31:30 
3:37:59 
3: 38:02 
3: 38::: 1 1 

W 13: 38::: 1 2 
13:38:1'5 
13:38:21 

3 38 "1 
1:3 38 "5 

II 1 3. 38 5 ~ 
I/- 13 38 59 
II 1 3. 39 Ci 3 

3. 39 Ci 6 

3: 39 \ 9 
13:39 ;(2 

3: 39 25 
13: 39 25 
1 3: 39 25 

3: 39 26 
OJ 1 3: 39 26 

3.: 39 2 
... 1 3: 39 27 

3: 39 2""1 
II 1 3: 39 28 

1 3: 39: 3 7 
1 3: 39: 3 8 

t:SER-ID::RIIK 
rIME U 

IIC52 I;UMBER OF: COMMANDS=00009 FILES ACCESSEO::00004 SVC CALlS=O(O'J7 l'I SVC CAlLS=O(O'J7IIQ TRANSIENT CALLS=OOOD0209 

A 13: 39 = 39 
3: 39: 39 
3: 39: 39 

3~1. 



3-4 

DDP allocates a 1,024-byte buffer for each user accessing DDP functions. This buffer 
contains a log of all activity for the particular user and is the source of information 
displayed by the DDP STATUS USER=userid command. The buffer contains "'.LJ.\JUl~.J..l 
room for log information for the last 15 DDP commands. 

Each host in your DDP network has a host identification This is the same 
identification as the label of your DMI LOCAP macroinstruction in your ICAM 
network definition. You must know to files or communicate 
a remote host. 

The host-id is one to four alI)n~mllmer] characters 

You must always have ICAM and interactive services 
first things to do to prepare your system for DDP are: 

The first character must be 

.... .lAJlU.U.F, to use DDP. the 

1. the ",,,,,,1-0-"'" console, enter Cn or Mn to load the 0>'\,,..,,,,,,,,, ... , ICAM 

where: 

en or Mn 
Is the name on the MCPNAME in the COMMCT phase 
of SYSGEN; n is a numeric 1 to 9 that identifies the network to be 
loaded. 

The message ICAM READY appears. 

2. Run the 
system. 

(ML$$GI) job stream given in the ICAM operations 

3. You are now ready to use the DDP facilities. 

for your 

In case of system or communications line failure, the DDP system will recover 
automatically if the automatic recovery feature has been selected by the console 
operator at system initialization time. When the system is available again, the 
recovered work orders are reinitialized automatically. See the operations guide for 
your system. 
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The DDP transfer lets you enter commands at your workstation or terminal to: 

Create a file on a host 

a file fronl one in your to another 

Remove a file from a host 

III Send a job control stream to a host 

@ Run a control stream on a host 

Receive the from your executed job or send the to another host 

Find out the status of a job, file, or user in the system 

Send a request (such as an Anl~"'<>1""'" .... VJ.HU.U4J.J'U) to a host 

Send a message to an operator or user at any host in your system 

Terminate ajob submitted 

So, using you can n""M"A"'''''''' many tasks on another COlnDutE~r 

But, before you start entering commands, you need some background information. 

This subsection describes how to use the DDP transfer 
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1. 

4-2 

not 
the 

uses a form of file identification It contains 
but also the name of volume that contains the file 

the read and write 
such as 

,-,LA'VAL,-",",V"', for a total of 81 characters. It is similar to the file
and is 

as a character 

fir" ("I", .. 1 ("I _ _ .1" Ine IHe-IU I o rlllaL IS: 

I [module-name],filename[([read-password]/[write-password])], [volJ, [module-type) I 

where: 

module-name 

Is used when one module from a program 
file. It is the one to alJ)lll:mllmer1.C characters the module. 
It must 

filename 
Is It is the same as the name on the II LBL control 
statement for the program. For disk files and standard format label 
UJ..::>·n.t:IJIJt:.::>, it is 1 to 44 characters For data set 

SKI~r,r;'RS_ and it is 1 to 1 7 arrJnC:lnl1m.en 

read-password 
Is a n<:>C;C;~Hrn'rl 
file. If assumes there is no read 
command. If the file does have a read that you 
able to read the file. 

write-password 
Is a 
the file. If Arv>,t-t-"rI 

vol 
Is the volume serial number 

on which your 

module-type 
Is the 
program module 

you won't be 

you 

of the 

contained in the 
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The module types are the same ones familiar with for all 08/3 files. 
8AT files may have the 

8 (source 

M 

P 

L 

o 

The default is 8 

MIRAM files may have the 

F and Fe 

J (saved job control 

MENU 

HELP (help screen J.uu'u."".'- ..... '" 

and it with one to ForMlRAM 
four characters. 
Management 

you may create your own element 
further information on MlRAM see the Consolidated Data 

Table 4-1 some vA<:<'UA.!JH";;> of 

Table 4-1. t:.xc~mr)les 

of File 

A cataloged file with no read and write passwords 

A cataloged file with read and write passwords 

A source module from a cataloged file with read and 
write passwords 

An uncataloged file with a write password but no read 
password 

An uncataloged file with a read password but no write 
password 

70044508-000 

file-ids. 

File-ids 

Example 

I, SITE/3! 

',SITE/3(XX2674/BENNIS)I 

.PROG14,JOBFIL19(XX4982/RILEY) 1#& 

',SITE/A(/SMPRO),VSN149' 

·,SITE/A&B(READ/),296410! 
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4-4 

You may use DDP commands to work with files and jobs within your local 
host. The DDP transfer accepts your local host-id as a valid host-id for all 
commands. In addition, DDP commands use your local host as a default if you fail to 
provide a host-id. if working with DDP and must a local 
you can the task with a DDP command. 

DDP commands from a terminal rather than from a workstation or 
the steps. If a workstation, see 4.2.4. 

DDP commands from a see 4.2.5. 

1. Run the GUST program (ML$$GI) once from system operator's console. 

2. Sign on the terminal. 

Continue with 4.2.4. 

If you're using a workstation or enter the LOGON command with your user 
identification. (You don't need the LOGON statement if you're entering commands 
from a console.) The format is: 

LOGON user-id 

where: 

user id 
Is the one to six "'U1-n",,",'l~~· .... 'I .. "Y .... I,e'''' .. 1f> characters identifying you as a user to the 
host. 

LOGON CHAR 

If the system accepts your .L.I'-"'L.A'LJ.L ,",VJ .. lJ.J.J . .lUJ.J."", it returns a message stating so. 

If your terminal, or system console is connected to a DDP you 
enter DDP software you issue a DDP command. DDP scans your commands 
and informs you of all syntax errors. (See the System Messages Reference 
Manual, 70045190, for a list of all DDP messages.) Once the command is 
correct, DDP accepts it and forwards it to the DDP system. 
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Once DDP 0"",I","1"\1r-" your ,",VJ.HHl~aJ . .lU, it returns a work order number to you in the 
format: 

DDP002 CA1 002 cccccccccc COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=nnnnnn time 

where: 

cccccccccc 
Is the name of the command entered. 

nnnnnn 
Is the work order number of the command. 

For .l.U.':>VU.Ll'v<;O, let's say you've entered the DDP COpy command. DDP responds: 

DDP002 CA1 002 COPY COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=A48107 13:46:02 

Write down the work order since error messages use it for ldE~nt;ltlCalnOn, 
(You may want to use the sheet in F to do this.) for example, you 
enter a command that cannot be at the remote host, DDP informs you of 
the by you a message, such as: 

DDP001 ELH 023 COPY COMMAND ABORTED wO=A48107 13:48:39 

WO=A48107 is the work order number that DDP returned to you at the time you 
entered your copy You may have entered several copy commands, but each 
has a work order number so you can tell them 

a 

When you enter a DDP SUBMIT FILE DDP returns a job name to you with 
which you can cancel the job if you later need to. 

DDP renames an jobs submitted with the DDP SUBMIT FILE= command. The job 
name is eight characters long with the format xxxxyyyy. 

where: 

xxxx 
Is the host-id of the initiated 

yyyy 
Is a unique ".n,,"_rr,rnr number. 

The format for the job name message is: 

DDP044 EJS 044 jobname JOB SUBMITTED FOR WO=work-order-number time 

The work order number identifies the command you entered. (In this case, it 
identifies DDP SUBMIT FILE COIIlmEma. 
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Me~SSa;f!es to 

As your command is on the remote host, it vu.'u.", ... ,.., messages 
inf arming you of its status and of any prC)D1errLS 
messages at your terminal or work~:;taltl011. 
time the message is it is ~A~·i"'~~~.J 
displays your messages on the " .. ",ton,,,,,, 

For a ,",VA .. UI-/'.I.vlJ'V list of DDP messages, see the ,"'~')Q;r();m J.V.L<t;.:::oi)U;,,<t;i) 

70045190. 

DDP sends you these 
on the system at the 

DDP 

You can go on to another task as soon as your command is accepted by DDP. 
However, all commands must be for you to off. 

as a 

DDP is as an interactive But you can use DDP commands in a job 
control stream. For if it's 4:30 p.m. and you're leaving at 5:00 p.m., you can 

cards with DDP commands on them and submit them in the same way you'd 
submit any other remote job. Your results messages are at your 
local host. 

... v.,J'V ................ E gives an A",r,,,,,,,,.,,, of DDP commands entered as a remote batch job . 

There are three remote file commands: 

The DDP CREATE "V.l.UA.I..LUAJlU establishes a file on a host. 

~ The DDP COpy command copies the contents of a file or modules from a file to 
an established file on a host. 

e The DDP PURGE command removes the file or module and all references to it 
from the host. 

1. a 

Function and 

The DDP CREATE establishes a file on a receiving host. It allocates 
space for the file and either catalogs the file in your online system catalog or 
records it in your volume table of contents 
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The DDP CREATE command is the most ~~~~~I~,v DDP command. once you 
hweilieffie md 

Follow these .... ,.""'''', ........ ''-.vJu.l.''-.;'"'u,,''' for correct file creation: 

exist on the host. If you to use 
you an error message. For more 

information on file names, see 4.2.1. 

not want these 
DDP CREATE command na",.a-nno'l-o ... " 

You may omit the host-id sp,ecltlcatl.on and create a stream 
remote files on your For an see the Control 

70044623. 

~ The uu ...... "',,J. is file-id. 

Format 

DDPACREATEAFILE= 

-of-characters/1 

tial-number-blocks/1-9 di9itS}~ 
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Parameters 

1...,.1'1,"" ..... " ...... ,,, ... ·,,. characters that name the host you create the file 
the command creates a file on your local CUC'1-01rYI 

AU'-",VAV'.LL, see 3.1.2 . 

.", .... "1'Y'.O ... ',('o characters Hi l),-nt-,I+· ... 71I-n rr your file. For more 

BLOCK SIZE:: -9 digi 

Is the number of characters in a block. VAA'LAVV'V'-A, the default value is 256 
characters. If TI"I .. ',.. ...... 'rnnn..-. 

256 characters. 

DEVI 

SKETTE} 
Is the device class that will contain your file. The default is DISK. 

If you the diskettes can be either 
data set label diskettes or format label diskettes. Either of 
diskette can be used for MIRAM data files. If you intend to use the 
diskette for then the must be as a format 
label diskette with the in the prep stream: 

FORMT=FLB DNSTY=2 RECSZ=256 

The diskette must be double sided and double L!.'-"''''-''UY 

~ __ ~~_._ ...... ..,,.."' ....... ,,,1-1"\'" of the DDP CREATE command must be 

can be used for MlRAM 

F I L E _ TV P E ={,.S,.,.,.,.E,.,.,."Q""",.U,.,.,.,.E, ..• ,.,.N,.,.,.,.T",.,.,.I,.,.,.,A.".,. L} 

INDEXED 

LIBRARY 
UNDEFINED 

Is the of file created. The default is UNDEFINED. 

A file is one that you access record-by-record, Q('>{"·{y,..,'iln to 
the order of the records in the file. 

An INDEXED 
more index keys. 

such as a MlRAM is accessed ror>,..,..rI" ...... rr to one or 
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INIT 

REGI 

IS: 

70044508-000 

A LIBRARY file is a collection of program modules. 

An UNDEFINED file may be any of file. When you create a file as 
and then copy a file to it takes on the characteristics of the 

... r; ... J.J.UIJ.UJlr; file. there is one restriction: if a source 
file to an UNDEFINED file that doesn't have 

POSITION must SOF. 

tial-number-of-btocks/1-9 digitS} 

Is the number of blocks (1 to UV.J.U.JU •• CJ'-;V allocated to the file. Omit 
this 

If you must also C'-n"",t-u 

that the file you create is either in the file 
or in the volume table of contents of the 

volume you're If CATALOG is assumed. 

in the VTOC takes less time and costs less than 
"UI.JCU'UkJ"Uk it. there are two to it in the 

One is that every time you refer to the you have to 
the volume name as of the file-id. The other is that you cannot 
an indirect copy to an file. additional information on 
indirect copies, see the DDP COPY command format and ""'r}"',",'n"lni-£\,~c< 
MODE= 

..,u.'Ju. .. ,Jl".'Vu. file on host HOOl, disk volume that has 

host-id 

~ 

and a block size of 182. Records are fixed. The file is 
IJUA.AU ............ jo., to copy a into the one you're 

read 
password 

~ 

default of UNDEFINED. The command 

volume 

,l, 
DDP CREATE FILE=H001:: ' ,REM/PERS(AXS9/AXSA7),VOL007 i BLOCK SIZE=182 

~ Y I -I I 

file name write number of 
password characters 

in block 



o 

With the DDP COpy '"'VA .... UA ... U.A ... U., you can either an entire file or a 
Follow these to ensure 

correct ,...r. ... Yurnrr· 

You can copy to established file. you first issue a DDP 
CREATE command to establish the and then a DDP COpy command to 
fill it. you can copy to any file on a remote to which you have 
access; the file doesn't have to be established a DDP command. 

You can copy any of file or element. 

You can copy character-oriented MlRAM data files. 

You must know the locations nm'l.dUS} of all files you access. 

You may omit the host-id .... v .... .., .... v.u if you create a job stream to '-'UL'U.l\)'>; 

all remote files on your local C'UC,t"OlrY'1 For an see the Job Control 
70044623. 

See Table 4-2 for the ways records are stored in files of various 

See Tables 4-3 and 4-4 for the limitations on 
rI",,"',nnr a DDP COpy. 

1. -'>;U.J.""IJ.U,L>; and destination files 

The two files may be on the same or different hosts. For you may 
copy from file X on host A to file Y on host A. Or you may copy from file X on 
host A to file Y on host B. 

You may copy from a remote file to another remote file. In other your 
local host doesn't have to be either the or the destination host. 

The record forms of the OrI,gmlatlng and destination files do not have to be 
the same. 

You may not use a DDP COpy command to alter the of a 
module. Its element remains the same in the destination file as it was 
in the file. 

You can use a DDP COpy command to alter a 
element 

ser'-sr:lecllIlE:Q MlRAM I->h"''''...,,7 

of a DDP copy command for source, macro, and ", ... r,,.,,,,, ... h,,·n 

ele~mE~nt,s, the header record in the new element will not contain the 
date and time and The date and time 

the The comments and 
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Format 

DDPilCDPVilFRDM= id}: J originating" fi leo id 

ilTD= =J dest i nat; on" file" i d 

Parameters 

70044508-000 

originating-host-id 
Is one to four characters naming the originating host. If 
omitted, DDP assumes the originating file is on your local host. For more 
information, see 3.1.2. 

originating·file-id 
Is 1 to 74 <4 ... j-u .. <-u. ... ..,u.u ....... characters 'nr • ....,h..t··"· ...... the file. For more 
information, see 4.2.1. 

If your originating file is a LIBRARY file, its element type must be the same 
as the element type of the destination file. 

Note: Table 4-3 shows restrictions on the DDP COpy command for some 
types of originating files. 
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destination-host-id 
Is one to four characters the host to receive the data. 
If omitted, DDP assumes the destination file is on your local host. For more 

J. .... u ... \J'-'Ju., see 3.1.2. 

your file. For more 

If the destination file is a LIBRARY its element must be the same 
as the element of the VJ.J.6JlAJLU\JJLU6 file. 

Note: Table 4-4 shows some restrictions on the DDP COPY command for 
various destination 

KEY t mJ (SiZe,location[ 1NQ]OUPLIJCATES 

[ 1 NOJ..CHANGe 

~~~'~AA",~ an index for the file on the host. You need one of 
for each index in the record (to a maximum of 

even if you change only one. You omit this for any nO'mrlaE~xe:a 
file. 

n 

Is the number of the key If omitted, 1 is assumed. You 
must start with 1 and continue sequentially 5. all the 
keys, each in its own you may be 

one of them. 

size 
Is the number of character .... V.;:l..l\JJLV.u,C) 

location 
Is the number of bytes in the record that precedes the 

DUPLICATES permits identical values for different keys in the file. 
with identical values. 

ll1Y'1.ria1-,o, programs to the index, 

70044508-000 
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To illustrate the use of the KEY let's say you're copying a nonindexed 
file to a remote and you want to create a index. Each record in 
your file has the fields: 

employee-name employee-number social-security-number pay-class 

Number of 
characters: 50 B 9 2 

You want to use the ~44"""4'~,'.",cH'_~n .. \..."-rnJL"""-"V.L field as the first index 
class field as the second in the CHANGE vV ... " ... UA<A .... ,' .... , 

specify: 

The size is B since the employee
number field contains B character
positions. 

We want to allow change, but 
there wonDt be any duplicates 
in employee numbers. 

This is the first index key. 

this same 

KEY 1 =(B,50,CHANGE) 

____ --1, L The location is 50, the number of 
bytes in the record that precedes 
the employee-number field. 

the other key you need to specify is: 

The number of character 
in the pay-class field 

positions l employees have 
same pay cl ass. 

The second key 

KEY 2 =(2,67,DUPLICATES,CHANGE) -, 1 ~ The pay-class field 
changes when employees are 
promoted. 

The location is 67, the number of bytes in 
the record that precedes the pay-class 
field. 
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NoiREcr} 
MODE=DIRECT means that the device or medium needed to copy the file at 
the host must available. If command 
aborts. DIRECT is the default. 

MODE=WAIT means that if either the destination file or the file 
.......... ;)1."-' ... "', the should hold the command until both 

-'-,0;;.,", .. '"':..1-1.1.'-'--'-,0;; file and destination file are free and then execute the DDP 
In this case, of course, the COMMAND COMPLETED message won't 

appear until the devices are freed and the copy Note, h ..... "uc""o ... 

that each host has a time limit for which it will hold any command. If this 
time limit and the devices are still not DDP aborts your 
command. 

MODE=INDIRECT -nr."'~"Yl,t-C' the t-o-n,,-nr,vCJt,r'U file at the 
destination host, if necessary, to store the file copy for later automatic 
transfer to the proper device. If it is to a DIRECT copy, 

AH7.0-'7i','" the will do so. You may not INDIRECT unless your 
destination file is MODE=INDIRECT is only available for SAT or 
MIRAM files. 

POS IT ION={I:iOf} 
SOF 

IYU"',l"'U)· ... ,t-inaor of the destination file. POSITION=EOF 
(end of file) means that a copy of the file is to the end 
of the destination file. POSITION=SOF (start of file) means a copy of the 
originating file overwrites the destination and all contents of 
the file are The default is EOF. 

If you specify then: 

The u.v,:),,-'--'-.<u.lJj,V.lJ. file can't an UNDEFINED file that's 

The block and record sizes of the v-'--'-'O;;.l-'-,'U. ... JLU'O;; and destination files must 
match. 

• Record storage is as shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4~2. How Files Store Additional Records at the End of File 

If the destination file 
is this type: 

INDEXED 

LIBRARY 

Then records are added to the destination file: 

By record key 

With new modules overwriting those with the same 
name and additional modules added to the end 

the destination file may have any file type, because it's 
overwritten with the whose it 

RELATIVE files store records in successive relative record !-''-''.)AV'.V"AA ..... , lV'"'b'UAAAAAAb 

with the first. 

Tables 4-3 and 4-4 additional information on the use of the POSITION 

Indicates the character code you want the file translated to as it arrives at 
the destination host. If EBCDIC is assumed. 

If you send a file to a host 
want the file to be to the host's .... J.A\,vu.J.J.J.j;;, Cuc't-01rn 

NONE means that the destination code. It 
can transfer the file but cannot access it to useful work. 

The keyword is not supported source 
and destination files reside on the same host. 
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Table 4a 3. DDP COPY Restrictions for nll'ic:1in'~till"llc:1 Files 

If the ori~~imlting 
file type is: 

INDEXED 

LIBRARY 

LIBRARY 

SEQUENTIAL or 
INDEXED 

UNDEFINED 

UNDEFINED with 
nothing in it 

And 
POSITION::: 

EOF 

EOF 

EOF 

EOF 

EOF 
or 
SOF 
EOF 
or 
SOF 

And you also 

An INDEXED destination file 

That the complete library is to 
be copied, or the file-id 
contains an element type but 
no module name 

Module name 

Then: 

Keys of both originating and 
destination files must be 
identical. 

Destination file must be 
LIBRARY and the 
TO=parameter must not 
contain a module name. 

Destination file may be 
LIBRARY (with or without 
module name specified), 
SEQUENTIAL, or INDEXED. 

Destination file may be 
LIBRARY, SEQUENTIAL, or 
INDEXED. 

The file is treated as a data 
file. 

DDP COPY command is 
aborted. 
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Table 4a 4. DDP COPY Restrictions for Destination Files 

If the destination 

file type is: 

INDEXED 

LIBRARY 

LIBRARY 

LIBRARY 

UNDEFINED with 
nothing in it 

And 

POSITION::: 

EOF 

EOF 
or 
SOF 
EOF 
or 
SOF 

EOF 

And you also 

An INDEXED originating file 

Module name 

Module name and an 
originating file that is not a 
LIBRARY file 

Then: 

Keys of both files must be 
identical. 

Originating file must be 
LIBRARY. 

Modules from the originating 
file with the same name as 
destination-file modules 
overwrite those modules. 
Other modules are added to 
the end of the file. If SOF, the 
destination file is initialized and 
original contents are lost. 

The resulting module at the 
destination file is source 
(symbolic). 

POSITION must be SOF. If 
POSITION=EOF, the command 
is aborted. 

You want to copy file PERSNNEL into the blank cataloged file REMIPERS on 
host H001, which uses EBCDIC. If a direct connection isn't possible, you want 
the system to hold the command until it is. The command is: 

70044508-000 

read destination paXd IX 
DDP COPY FROM=i,PERSNNEL(JMS8/)i TO=H001:: i ,REM/PERS(/ASXA7)i MODE=WAIT 

originating 
file name 

Lf Y 
host-id write 

password 
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You can gang copy SATIMlRAM the DDP COpy command. 
The gang copy f\n'~"'QIt-l('.n J.J..II.vu.\A<" name field. To the 
gang v tJ".a. .... "' ... v ..... , 

If you gang copy a module and use its enter the module name 
followed a and a comma in the module name field of the file name 
string. When you use a a or the default 
S is assumed. 

DDP COPY FROM:IABCD.,$Y$MIC,RES,LB & 
TO:I,MICRO.FILE,RES· 

This nATY\..."".on,.-'! all of 

Notes: 

L with a of ABCD. 

1. specify a module with a a non-comma 
only that module is copied. For example, ABCD.1 does not copy all modules 
beginning with the ABCD. 

2. When you want to use a gang don't place the period in the 
position the module name field. DDP cannot determine want a gang 
operation and copies only the specified module. 

Function and 

The DDP command removes a or UAV'U. ..... H ... 

references to it from a host. Follow these instructions to ensure proper of 
your file: 

You may purge existing files or modules. A DDP PURGE command for 
a nonexistent file results in an error. 

If the file or module has passwords, you must know them to purge it. If the 
file has both read and write you must specify both to purge the 
file. 

41' If the file is cataloged, the DDP PURGE command will decatalog the file. 
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Format 

DDP~PURGEMILE:: file- id 

Parameters 

7004 4508-000 

host-id 
Is one to four U.l • .I.u"' ... u., ... U.I. ..... .lJlv characters the host you are nll"'l"nrlO" the 
file or module from. DDP assumes the file is on your 

"""''''''''''JA'', see 3.1.2. 

You may omit the host-id SPE!Cltlc8ltlOn and create a stream to all 
remote files on your local see the Job Control 

70044623. 

0 ..... 1h-l-·,,,..-.0' the file to be nll'W"O"C,f1 For 

You want to purge vUl'UnJG;:;. ..... u. file REMIPERS on HOOI. The command is: 

host-id 

,l, 
read 

password 

,l, 
DDP PURGE FILE=H001:: ,REM/PERS(AXS9/AXSA7)I 

~ Y 
file name write 

password 

modules using the DDP PURGE You can gang purge SATMlRAM 
command. The gang purge I\n'~"'':l,1-'f'.n in the module name field. To 
perform the gang 

If you gang purge a module and use its enter the module name prefix 
followed by a and a comma in the module name field of the file name 
string. you use a a type, or the default type 
S (source code) is assumed. 

DDP PURGE FILE::IABCD.,$Y$MIC,RES,LI 

This command purges all modules of type L with a prefix of ABeD. 
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Notes: 

1. If you specify a module prefix with a 
only that module is purged. For example, 
beginning with the 

followed by a non-comma character, 
does not purge all modules 

2. When you want to use a gang operation, don't place the period in the eighth 
position of the module name field. DDP cannot determine if you want a gang 
operation and purges only the module. 

There are three DDP commands: 

~ The DDP SUBMIT FILE sends a file of job control streams to a for 
execution. You also use it to initiate a file of job control streams at the 
host or to bring ajob control stream to your local host for execution. 

The DDP CANCEL command terminates a job that you've submitted. 

The DDP SUBMIT 
host. 

Function and 

command sends an command to a remote 

The DDP SUBMIT FILE command sends a file control streams to a host for 
execution. You also use it to initiate a file of job control streams already at the 
host or to bring ajob control stream to your local host for execution. The 
receiving host returns the to you, sends it to another host, or retains it. 

Note: For information on releasing held spool files for processing, see "Manual 
Release of Held Spool Files (DDP SUBMIT REQUEST,'BEGIN SPL,) in 
subsection 4.4.3. 
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Follow these instructions to ensure proper 
command: 

UnCtlOnllng of the DDP SUBMIT FILE 

$ The module or file you submit must contain control streams. 
You can submit a maximum of 10 streams in the element file. 

'-JU..ulU'A.1J can be routed to any host in the Ylo·rUTI'\1"'1r but there must be a direct 
connection from the host on the were executed and the host to 
where the is directed. 

The destination 
stream. 

must have all the resources .... ornll',.ort control 

The stream file may be in your DDP network. It does not have 
to be at the destination host or at your local host. its location in the 
FILE= The DDP SUBMIT FILE command sends the file of job 
control streams to the host. 

You may omit the host-id if you create ajob stream to "'ULU ... U';;; 

all rem0te files on your local system. For an see the Job Control 
Programming 7004 4623. 

When environment where the host are 
using different levels (e.g., 8.2, 10.0), a saved stream 
($Y$AVE) cannot be sent using the DDP SUBMIT FILE command to a 
system operating at a different release level. Job control errors occur on the 
system when an atternpt is to schedule the job. 

It is ""v,""'''''UA", to run such a job by saving the job on the system where it is to 
the DDP SUBMIT FILE command to start the job. 

Format 

70044508-000 

DDP~SUBMIT~FILE= 

ination-host-id}:J 

[~PRINT=host'id::device'idJ 
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Parameters 

originating-host-id 
Is one to four ...... j,J ................ AI. ........ "' .. ,''-' J..I.CA.u.u.ue; the control stream file 
location. If ornlltted, file is on your local For 
more 

alI)n~lnllmenlc characters file. For more 

The in the DDP SUBMIT FILE command may 
data has no module name, or a in a l';h-ra ... ,'<7 

case the module name must be you won't be ..., ................... "UJL ... "" 

your entire for In either case, file or the 
module may contain more than one name. The destination host runs all 
jobs submitted in file or .UAVU. .... A...,. 

ination-host-id} 

Is one to four characters the host you submit the file 
to. If omitted, the command assumes the file is to be submitted to your local 
system. For more see 3.1.2. 

PRINT=host-id::device-id 
Specifies where job is to You can direct ....,..,., ..... 1"£,1""1 to 
the host or any other host in the network. 

central "" ... ,n1-£, ... or an U"".A.l.l.J.u.J. ....,..,.,nr£,.,. attached 

PRINT=H001::PRNTR 
PRINT=H001::user-id 

(Prints output at central printer) 
(Prints output at auxiliary printer) 

If you omit the PRINT keyword, V lLlL<1J '-'LII is automatically returned to the 
initiating host (unless overridden by control statements). 

The PRINT generates an OUT statement at the end of 
your job control stream, overriding any other OPTION OUT or OPTION 

statements in the job stream. A ROUTE job control stream in the 
device assignment set for a file overrides PRINT parameter and any 
OPTION OUT statements for that file. 
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You want to submit a to remote host HOOl. You've stored the at 
your local host in module PAY06 of file PAYJOBS. The command is: 

module 
name 

~ 
read destination 

host-;d 

~ 
DDP SUBMIT FILE=IPAY06,PAYJOBS(JMS17/) S HOST=H001 

file name 
I 

element 
type 

An alternate form of this command is: 

DDP SUMBIT FILE=IPAY06,PAY JOBS(JMS17/) HOST=H001 

As '-'""1-1' ....... ,"'"'." ..... in when DDP acc:eo1ts your DDP SUBMIT FILE cornmanld, it 
name to you as of the message: 

DDP044 JNR 044 8-character-jobname JOB SUBMITTED FOR WO=work-order-number time 

For 

DDP044 JNR 044 AAAA0001 JOB SUBMITTED FOR WO=000012 13:47:56 

name and its work order number. may want to use the 
sheet in \Dl)eI10lX F to do You need your name to cancel the or to 

inquire about its status. 

Function and 

70044508-000 

The DDP CANCEL command terminates an eXE~CU.tmlg or or a 
Follow instructions to ensure proper 

You must specify the host on which you are 
unless it is your own local host. 

or command 

You may cancel or commands you have submitted under your user-
unless you have '_'-" . .1,'-'1".,,-,-,,,,-, ..... console which allow you to: 

Cancel any user's or command on the local host 

Cancel any user's job or ",V.I.."' .. "".,,,,,J.JlU on a remote host where you have 
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Format 

DDP~CANCEL~ !JOB= jobname 

COMMAND=work-order-number 

Parameters 

host-id 
Is one to four ......... a ... uL ...... VLAU.'VA 

eXE~CUltlIJlg- on. If the host-id is An-.,'I""t-nl'! 

ex!~Cu,tHJlg on your local C!'UC!T01rY1 

jobname 
Is 
the successful r>,,"1'y,""''' ... ·'A 

that the C!uC!1rOTY'i 

is 
is 

>J...,v ..... ~.L ........ ,'" what you want done with the output from the job you 
cancel. DISCARD means the erases the ':::>iJ\~V~'C;u., '-'VAA ... "''' ...... ,''''-''-

files. DISCARD does not to files in process. DELIVER 
means that the files go to the host that would have received 
the vV~UiJH=-L'vU. VUIJUU.IJ. 

COMMAND=work-order-number 
Is the one- to six-character ULA~JA"",,"AA''''A.uv.U'V work order number that was 

You want to cancel AAAAOOOI on host HOOI because there's an error in the 
program. If there's any you want it sent to you, since that you 
diagnose the The command is: 

destination 
host-id 

,l, 
DDP CANCEL JOB=H001::AAAA0001 OUTPUT=DELIVER 

I 
job name returned 

by DDP 
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a .....,ILU ........... 

Function and 

The DDP SUBMIT command lets you send a statement to a remote 
host. The statement is an instruction for the remote host to some 
such as an command to run a program. Like else you 
submit to a remote it must conform to the of the remote host. 

statement at all. You are a executable statement 
to the remote host. DDP can't ten you whether your statement was 
executed at the remote host. for you send a to prep a 
DDP can tell you that your statement was delivered but it can't tell 
you if the disk was you do receive any messages 

command '-' .... '''AU"''''"''"'''-'-. 

Format 

DDP~SUBMIT~REQUEST='statementl 

Parameters 

70044508-000 

statement 
Is the command or message submitted. The statement must be 
enclosed in (') if it contains any of the comma (,), space 
(6.), semicolon C;), exclamation mark CD, (,), ("), sign 
(#), or (&). In you must double any 
~nl')C!t-.. r.y"\h£,C! within statements enclosed in apostrophes. 

Most statements you send will be character strings. 

host-id 
Is one to four ...... A~JU_~ ... A_ .. "'-AHv_U'V characters AA~AAA-'-AAb the destination host. If you 
omit this DDP submits the to your local host. For more 
information, see 3.1.2. 

The purpose of the DDP SUBMIT REQUEST command is to save you time when 
you want to do routine tasks on the remote host. Let's say, for instance, that 
you're just out in your connection with a remote host, whose host-id is 
N852. You're going to be a number of files to that so you need 
your own disk. The remote host has an 8430 disk that they've prepped, 
using the volume serial number VSN999. Since this will be your disk, you want 
to put your own serial number on 186309. 
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One way to the serial number would be to establish a file on your local 
the control stream to the number into the then enter the 

DDP SUBMIT FILE command. But that's three A much easier way would 
be to use the DDP SUBMIT command with the canned control 
stream that volume numbers. All to do is 
enter: 

name of the canned 
job control stream 

~ 

new 
serial 
number 

,J, 
destination 

host-id 

~ 
DDP SUBMIT REQUEST= RV CGV"O=VSN999,N=186309,T=30 u HOST=N852 

old serial 
number 

The number is VLL<A..U p,'"''''' for you. 

Notes: 

1. You can get more 
volume serial number 

UP-8841. 

2. You cannot the 
command: 

~ 
type of 

disk (8430) 

and PD. The results will be un,Dre~au~tatJle 
sent. 

a 

"-'VjlAi"'I/.LLLA .... '" it's necessary to initiate the release of held spool files so they can 
VV,",·oJoJ'-"-A. and at a remote host. For you may have 

run your with the SPOOL HOLD or the file may have been 
held. In order for DDP to find your files and free them for processing, you can ask the 
system console of where the are held to release them for you; or 
you can release them the command: 

DDP SUBMIT REQUEST=uBEGIN SPLu HOST=xxxx 
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your files displayed at the destination you 
I'Ynl~"'Q't('\ ... of the host where the files are held must enter the 

DDRET job-name,n[ HOST=xxxx]{,PR,PU,LOG} 

where: 

job-name 

n 

xxxx 

Is the name of the whose is to be prIOCE~SSe(1. 

Is the if known. If use O. 

Is the host-id of the host where the files are to be 
host-id will override the current host-id cn"",-t·,,,.-.f-,,",n 

to be displayed. 

this 

PR,PU,LOG 
PR is for and LOG for the job log. At least one 
of these must be present or no processing will occur. All file 
types kn.own to be present should be files remain 
in the spool file can be deleted 

Note: If your spool files are not held but haven't reached their destination because 
the connection between the source and destination hosts was not available 
during processing, you can enter the DDRET command without the BEGIN 
SPL command. 

There are two DDP commands that send information back and forth between hosts 
without involving jobs or files. They are: 

DDP STATUS, tells you a remote host, file, or user, or about a 
command or job you've sent 

" DDP which allows you to send a message to a remote user or operator 
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a or 

Function and 

user, a 
use this to see if a file needs is ,.,,' ..... "' ...... 1-11"" 

available or to see if submitted to a remote host via the DDP 
SUBMIT command has executed SUC3ceSSI 

Note: have you can out the status 
other users' commands on your local host and on remote hosts 
where you have You can also obtain users' 
current activity logs on local and remote hosts. 

This command statistics for those commands that you for 
that host. Do not use this command as the object of another DDP STATUS 
command. For systems with main of 512K bytes, DDP should be 
used in a dedicated environment and commands should be issued 

u.v ... .>.U-"<AA .. 'y (a command must be before another can be 

Format 

DDP~STATUS~ COMMAND=work-order-number 
HOST=host-id 

JOB::: =j jobname 

FILE::: file-id 

USER= user-id 

Parameters 

COMMAND=work-order-number 
Displays the status of a you entered. If you have console 
privileges, you can obtain the status of any user's DDP commands on your 
local host and remote hosts where you have privileges. For the types of 
information provided, see the "DDP Command Information 
Summary" later in this subsection. 

work-order-number 
Is the one- to six-character work order number that is 
displayed to you when your command is accepted. Note and use this 
number when inquiring about a command you have issued. For more 
information, see 4.2.5. 
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HOST=host-id 
Provides main usage the and number of tasks and 
jobs currently and remote DDP session activity statistics. For the 

JOB= 

FILE:: 

of information see Information 
in this subsection. 

host-id 
Is one to four characters .UUU.U.Ai5 the host whose status 
you want. If you do not the local host is assumed. For 
more see 3.1.2. 

jobname 

Tells you the status of a such as BEING 
or IN If you have console you can 
obtain the status of any at your local host and remote hosts where you 

privileges. 

host-id 
Is one to four characters the host where the job 
was sent. DDP assumes the is on the local host if the host-id is not 

Int·onnatlOltl. see 3.1.2. 

jobname 
Is one to the that the DDP 
SUBMIT FILE command returned to you. For more information, see 
4.2.5. 

file- id 

Provides information on your data and files. For the types of 
information see the "DDP STATUS Command Information 
Summary" later in this subsection. 

host-id 
Is one to four characters naming the where the file 
resides. If you omit this name, DDP assumes the file is on your local 
host. For more information, see 3.1.2. 

fiLe-id 
Is 1 to 74 characters identifying your file. This file-id can 
be a library file or data For more information, see 4.2.1. 
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USER= id 

Lists a of DDP functions a user. 

If you have console you can obtain the status of any 
user at your local host and remote hosts where you have If 
nr" ... Ir,rHT from a terminal or you may only your own 

you may enter this command with your own 

Each DDP user is allocated a buffer that contains a of current It 
can hold information for up to 15 DDP commands. This command ~A~'JI-'A~~.T 
the last 15 commands entered the user. 

host-id 

Is one to four an)h2mUlml81 characters namIng the host where the user 
is located. If o:rrJut,t"C,d. DDP assumes user is on your local host. For 
more see 3.1.2. 

user-;d 

Is the one to six characters identifying the user. This is 
the same user-id a user would use in the LOGON command. 

The DDP STATUS command information at interactive 
services shutdown time for the paralmeteJ:S 

COMMAND::: Parameter 

4-30 

This pal~arrlet(~r ~ .. ~,.,.~", 

Originating n. ... ',-rn<." ..... ' host 

Destination (secondary) host 

• Time the command was accepted 

Time the command was (>",,,,,,n.!l">t"LJ.rI 

Status information, such as: 

BEING PROCESSED 
IN SCHEDULER 
COMPLETED 
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W.O. # FUNCTION PRIM SECN STARTED COMPLETE STATUS 

where: 

W.O. # 

Is the local or remote work order number of the command whose status 
For additional information about work order U,U..UUJ'JA 

see 4.2.5. 

FUNCTI ON 

PRIM 

SEeN 

Is the name of the command whose status 
COpy or DDP PURGE. 

such as DDP 

.,...."."TY\<~ ...... T host involved with a command. If 
the host is the host that has that file. 

" .... , ............. ,.",-,"0'\0' this command. 

SeCOn(lary host involved with a command. If the 
the host is the destination 

host is the destination host for 
this command. 

STARTED 
Is the time a command was sent. 

COMPLETE 
Is the time a command was AU .... 'A'-''''vU.. if it was. 

STATUS 
Specifies status 'nt·£\ ... ·...,o'"i-'("n 

Note: Do not use the COMMAND=- parameter in an enter stream. Enter streams are 
discussed with batch processing in Appendix E. 

70044508-000 

Printout ~aml:)le 

DDP STATUS COMMAND=5 
I2IB DDPI2I12I2 CA1 12102 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=01210024 12:23:35 
0C W.C.# FUNCTION PRIM SECN STARTED COMPLETE STATUS 
0D 1210012105 COpy NOD4 NOD2 12:09:14 12:1219:32 BEING PROCESSED 
0E DDP022 FTR 022 ST.~ TUS COMM.AND COMPLETED WO=01210024 12: 23 ~ 42 
BR CN 
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HOST::: Parameter 

4-32 

This paralne1Ger 

The current size of installed main amount of free main "t- ........ <:>("'I'C> 

the size of the free 

The number of current interactive tasks, enter and the 
number of active batch 

CI& The device-id for every interactive user i>l1 ...... £H"li- onto the c!"HC~t"c>,n"I 

The names of all I>" ...... """1i- active batch 

~ The name of each remote host for which status is returned and the number 
of and sessions with that 

The following information is returned in response to a DDP STATUS HOST::::::host 
command: 

SYS-SIZE= FREE::: LARGEST::: 
INTERACTIVE::: ENTER::: BACKGROUND::: BATCH-JOBS::: 
CURRENT INTERACTIVE USERS: 
CURRENT ACTIVE BATCH JOBS: ____________________________ _ 
REMOTE DDP SESSION ACTIVITY _______________ . ____________ _ 

where: 

SYS-SIZE::: 
Is the current size of installed main <;;:tllr!:lCTt::> 

FREE::: 
Is the amount of available main ,,1-""'<:>("To, 

LARGEST::: 

Is the largest available of main 

INTERACTIVE::: 

Is the current interactive tasks. 

ENTER::: 

Is the current number of enter tasks. 

BACKGROUND::: 
Is the number of active na,f'lrc'n"l:'\,n-n,n tasks. 

BATCH-JOBS::: 

Is the number of active batch jobs. 
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CURRENT INTERACTIVE USERS: 
the device-id and user-id for every interactive user .-."· ... ,..r' ..... 1-

onto the in the format: 

dddd-uuuuuu dddd-uuuuuu dddd-uuuuuu 

where dddd is the n<:"',nroL~_~n and uuuuuu is the user-id. 

If no interactive users are on, the 

NO INTERACTIVE USERS CURRENTLY LOGGED-ON 

CURRENT ACTIVE BATCH JOBS: 
the names of all £O" .. • ... 'Ol'\'!- active batch jobs in the format: 

jjjjjjjj jjjjjjjj jjjjjjjj 

where jjjjjjjj is the job name. 

If no batch are 1'", ..... 0..-.'1-11'" the is --_ .. ---.7 

NO BATCH JOBS CURRENTLY ACTIVE 

For the host specified, also are: 

Name of each remote host connected 
Number of sessions 

~ Number of sessions in the format: 

REMOTE DDP SESSION ACTIVITY: 
REMOTE HOST= INPUT SESSIONS= OUTPUT SESSIONS::: 

If there is no DDP session on.,."",·", the is displayed: 

NO DDP SESSIONS ACTIVE AT THIS TIME 

Printout ;:,amlne 

HO=NOD1 
DDP002 CA1 002 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO:::000016 09:43:43 
SYS-SIZE= 2,097,152 FREE= 1,151,488 LARGEST= 1,138,944 
INTERACTIVE= 000 ENTER= 000 BACKGROUND= 002 BATCH-JOBS= 003 
CURRENT INTERACTIVE USERS: 
0019-CRY 001E-TOMS 
CURRENT ACTIVE BATCH-JOBS: 
1002-B R-CRY1 1002-A GUST 
REMOTE DDP SESSION ACTIVITY: 
REMOTE HOST= NOD2 INPUT SESSIONS= 001 OUTPUT SESSIONS= 000 
DDP022 FTR 022 STATUS COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000016 09:43:57 

logged 
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JOB::: Parameter 

'-IV.U.U.uu..u.u. work 

Jobname 

Job state: whether or terminated or 

@ Seconds of CPU time used 

Amount of main 

N umber of pages, of 

o~~.nn.~otoDDPSTATUSJOB 

JOB= ________ PRI= STEP= PROG= ________ SIZE= _______ _ 

CPU TI ME= __ : _ _ _ _ _ _ PAGES= CARDS= 

CURRENT JOB CONDITION= 

where: 

JOB= 
Is the name of the the status of. 

PRI= 
Is the current of the 

STEP= 
Is the current number. 

PROG= 
Is the program executed. 

SIZE= 
Is the main storage used by the job. 

CPU TIME= 
Is the amount of CPU time used by the job. 

PAGES= 
Is the number of pages of 01J\.'VJ.C;u. the job. 
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CARDS= 
Is the number of pu:nCIleu cards 

CURRENT JOB CONDITION= 
Is the state of the at this moment. 

the 

rn.J71prpr in an enter stream. Enter streams are Note: Do not use the JOB=. 
discussed with batch n"J"l'>o~cn1'l 

FILE::: Parameter 

in E. 

Printout ~aml~)le 

DOP STATUS JOB=NOD20003 
0B DDP002 CA1 002 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000022 12:20:32 
0C JOB=NOD20003 PRI=05 STEP=001 PROG=SMPLMU00 SIZE=0035840 
0D CPU TIME= 00:00:12.965 PAGES= 000000 CARDS= 000000 
0E CURRENT JOB CONDITION WAITING FOR I/O 
0F DDP022 FTR 022 STATUS COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000022 12:20:44 

Filename Number of tracks 

type size 

I) Number of extents Creation date 

Number of 

The file-id parmneter and "n,..-"".,1--" read and write 
the file-id for each ,,uc:!i-01m 

The volume name must also be eXl)reSSlble as 
the volume table of contents (VTOC). 

date 

must be nv,,,,,,.,,,,,,C', 

of the file-id for files 

as 

If the contains any following embedded, it must be 
expressed as a quoted enclosing it in apostrophes: 

semicolon (;) 

C) 0) space ( ) 

comma (,) number (#) 

70044508-000 
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Each single occurrence of an 
apostrophes, for '-'""'" .... A. .... "' .. v. 

JOE'S FILE would be ,.,...,...., ..... .,,"''''£\1"'1 as: 

I JOE I IS FILE I 

...... .<>.""' ...... &p ... ,...., • .A."'V;:lII~V..l.J.;:lI'V to DDP STATUS FILE 

FILE:: EXT:: 

VSN= CYL:: TRK:: TYPE= BKSZ= 

RCSZ= ..... CRE_DATE=-.I._I .. EXP_DATE= __ I __ I._ 

where: 

FILE:: 

must replaced by two 

Is the name of the file reC1U€:Stlng status of. 

EXT= 
Is the number of extents by the file. 

VSN= 

Is the VSN from the file name if 

CYL= 
Is the number of this file. 

TRK= 
Is the number of tracks (beyond by 

TYPE= 
Is the file: InClex,eo. seClue~ntllal. 

BKSZ= 

Is the block size of the file. 

RCSZ= 
Is the record size of the file. 

eRE·DATE= 
Is the date file was created. 

EXP-DATE= 
Is the nV" .... ' .......... h date of the file. 

Note: and 
that have been at least once 

command does not open the 
w ill not return all the 

or 

are available for 
prOi:::eSSlnJ!. A DDP CREATE 
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Printout _ .............. "" . .n. 

DDP STATUS FILE=I,$V$SCLOD,RESI 
0G DDP002 CA1 002 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000025 12:24:32 
0J FILE= $Y$SCLOD EXT= 002 
0K VSN= RES CYL= 0015 TRK= 00 TYPE= SAT BKSZ= 00256 
0L RCSZ= 00256 eRE-DATE= 90/05/14 EXP-DATE= 99/12/31 
DM DDP002 FTR 022 STATUS COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000025 12:24:42 

USER= Parameter 

This 

The DDP functions ..,."'·..-rr.,1M"Y1.o.n for a user 

and commands 

of any user in your issued from a ",YC'i"A1rY\ 'v\HH'VAI;:; 

Your own status issued from a workstation or 

~X~iml)le:L~~.~~~.u~~toDDPSTATUSUSER 

USERID BUFF~RS BUF SIZE W. O. COUNT 

W.O. # FUNCTION PRIM SECN STARTED COMPLETE STATUS 

where: 

USERID 
Is the user-id of the user whose status 

BUFFERS 
Is the number of buffers the user is 

BUF SIZE 
Is the total buffer space the user is using. 

W. O. COUNT 
Is the number of active work orders being processed. 

When you issue a COpy or SUBMIT FILE command at a not 
the source file, order count is not While the job is 

processed at the remote 
When the is VVA .. ApA"V'VU., 

LU.'::'UHCA.V'L,LJ. as: IN 
~~~'I""~~~J .... 'lU ........ F.'-,'" to: 

TERM NORMALLY 

or 

TERM ABNORMALLY 
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W. O. # 

Is the work order number of the command whose status 
For additional information about work order see 4.2.5. 

FUNCT ION 
Is the name of the command whose status 

or PAUSE. 
re<:1W8S{]nJg-, such as 

PRIM 
Is the ...... "..,.., . .&. .... involved a If the command 

host is the host that has that file. 
LAF, • .l.AlU'-"U.J.AAF, this command. 

SECN 
Is the host-id of the ~~n.",",,""n~.TY host involved with a command. If 
command involves an the host is the destination 
host of that file. host is the destination host for 
this command. 

STARTED 
Is the time a command was sent. 

COMPLETE 

Is the time a command was ,",,,.1..0..0'1-"""'''''''''''', if it was. 

STATUS 
Specifies status information. 

Printout 

DDP STATUS USER=OPERATOR 
0Q DDP002 CA1 002 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000026 12:25:10 
0A USERID BUFFERS BUF SIZ W.O. COUNT 
0B $Y$CON 00004 0018352 000000 
0C W.C.# FUNCTION PRIM SECN STARTED COMPLETE 
0D 000001 PURGE NOD2 NOD2 12:05:28 12:05:47 
0E 000002 PURGE NOD2 NOD2 12:05:28 12:05:44 
0F 000003 CREATE NOD2 NOD2 12:06:16 12:06:18 
0G 000004 COpy NOD4 NOD2 12:07:41 12:07:47 
0J 000005 COpy NOD4 NOD2 12:09:14 12:09:32 
0K 000009 COpy NOD4 NOD2 12:13:36 12:13:56 
0L 000013 SUBMIT NOD2 NOD4 12:15:34 12:16:05 
0M 000015 TALKX NOD4 NOD2 12:16:28 12:16:47 
0P 000017 TALKX NOD4 NOD2 12:17:04 12:17:07 
0Q 000018 SPOOL NOD2 IIIOD4 12:17:05 

STATUS 
TERM NORMALLY 
TERM NORMALLY 
TERM NORMALLY 

TERM ABNORMALLY 
BEING PROCESSED 
BEING PROCESSED 

TERM NORMALLY 
TERM NORMALLY 
TERM NORMALLY 

IN PROGRESS 
0A 00002i SUBMiT NOD2 NOD2 i2:19:15 12:19:37 TERM NORMALLY 
0B 000022 STATUS NOD2 NOD2 12:20:34 12:20:44 TERM NORMALLY 
0C 000023 STATUS NOD2 NOD2 12:21:38 12:21:46 TERM NORMALLY 
0D 000024 STATUS NOD2 NOD2 12:23:37 12:23:42 TERM NORMALLY 
0E 000025 STATUS NOD2 NOD2 12:24:33 12:24:42 TERM NORMALLY 
0F 000026 PURGE NOD2 NOD2 12:25:11 IN PROGRESS 
0G DDP022 FTR 022 STATUS COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000026 12:25 22 
BR eN 
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Function and 

The DDP TALK command lets you send a message to an or user at 
either the local site or a remote host. You want to have the r\Y\''' .... '''rA ... 

your disk for instance. you he has 
•• '-j .. "u.u..J ..... u a file you 

If the of the DDP TALK message isn't 
that the user is not 

DDP&TALK&MESSAGE=istringi&USER= ·l 'j 

on, the ALAAVA .... ..,VA is notified 

LHWAIT 

Parameters 

Istring 
Is the character message you want the or user 

alIma.numE~nc characters the host the ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'1-,,">", 

A~V',..,- ... ,La.. DDP assumes the user is on your local 
HAUIIJ.VJLI., see 3.1 

OPERATOR 
Is the """"" ... ",T('\,.. of the remote host. 

user-id 
Is one to six characters the user to the ""7(,'T""""" 

This is the same id as used in the LOGON command. 

WAIT 

Informs the or user that you want a You do not to wait 
to go on with other commands. Your "HI,..,"''''''''''''' isn't locked 
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You want the 1'\-n£,,,.0·1",.... ... on host HOOI to mount your volume 
command is: 

message 

host-id 
where recipient 

is located 

~ 
DDP TALK MESSAGE= PLEASE MOUNT VOL007 i USER=H001::0PERATOR 

recipient 

screens are for all DDP commands. To obtain information 
available DDP commands and further 

1. HELPDDP 

The inf ormation is then 

DDP Commands 

DDPCANCEL 
DDPCOPY 
DDP 
DDPPURGE 
DDPSTATUS 
DDP FILE 
DDPSUBMIT 
DDPTALK 
Parameters for CREATE 

2. Enter the screen 

Screen 

HELPDDPCAN 
HELPDDPCOP 
HELPDDPCRE 
HELPDDPPUR 
HELPDDPSTA 
HELPDDPFSB 
HELPDDPRSB 
HELPDDPTAL 
HELPDDPPAR 

... .o.£"\'no'''"I" format in 1. 

The 

3. Enter HELP DDPPAR if you need palranaet·ers for the DDP 
CREATE COMMAND. 

When it is 
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The 08/3 to UNIX 0/8 DDP file transfer is a DDP ", ... ,.,.NH,,..r 

that lets you transfer files from a UNIX """,1-,:""", to 08/3 or from 08/3 to a UNIX 
You can: 

Enter commands at an 08/3 workstation or terminal to: 

Create a file on a UNIX 0/8 host 

a file from an 08/3 host to a UNIX 0/8 host 

a file from a UNIX 0/8 host to the same host or to another host in the 
DDP network 

Remove a file from a UNIX 0/8 host 

Enter UNIX 0/8 commands at your terminal to: 

Create a file on an 08/3 host 

a file from a UNIX 0/8 host to an 08/3 host 

a file from an 08/3 host to the same 08/3 host or to another host in the 
DDP network 

Remove a file or element from an 08/3 host 

The 08/3 to UNIX 0/8 DDP file transfer DDP with Information 8ervices 
on the UNIX 0/8 to let you send files between 08/3 and UNIX 0/8 cuern..,,"> c 

can use DDP commands from 08/3 to copy, or files on UNIX c",,7C~Tc.lrn 
you can 18 commands from UNIX 0/8 to copy, or purge files on an 08/3 

You cannot use remote or information V".AAU ..... A"''-A>J nel:wf~en 
08/3 and UNIX C'iTcTQ'YYlc 
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There are three OS/3 to UNIX OIS DDP file transfer commands: and 
PURGE. When these you must consider the differences between 
DDP and IS on UNIX. Table 5-1 summarizes the differences in the 
and PURGE command and pararne1cer on1:10T1S c<,'''''..-''' ... ·f.A~ 

UNIXO/S. 

~ 

'ell ellll<;;~<::1 

ACCESS Ignored Ignored 

BLOCK SIZE Optional 

DENS ITY Ignored 

DEVICE CLASS 
DISKETTE 
TAPE 

DEVICE TYPE Ignored 

FILE TYPE INDEXED 
LIBRARY 
SEQUENTIAL 
UNDEFINED 

INCREMENT SIZE Ignored 

INITIAL SIZE Optional 

MAXIMUM SIZE Ignored Ignored 

PARITY 

RECORD FORM 

RECORD SIZE 

2 REGISTER \;;1'\ 1'\ !iOVI.:!.U [ 

VTOC 

VOLUME Ignored 

continued 
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to UNIX DDP File Transfer Parameter Smnmarv (cont.) 

Command Notes Parameter Options - OS/3 Options - UNIX O/S 

COpy 3 FROM FILENAME Required Required 

4 TO FILENAME Required Required 

ELEMENT TYPE ABSOLUTE Ignored 
ALL 
OMNIBUS 
RELOCATABLE 
~TMtHJl:U 

KEY n CHANGE 
';';''''''''''''';';,'';';''''~ 

--~,''''~'.'--.' 

DUPLICATES 
NQ •• PLJPL}CAI,i:!',) 

MODE 
INDIRECT 
WAIT 

5, 6 POSIT ION EOF EOF 
SOF SOF 

7 RECORD FORMAT FIXED FIXED 
TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT 
VAR1ARIF (Remote host defaul t) 

VAR.~B,LE 

PURGE 8, 9 FILENAME Required Required 

Notes: 

1. The only parameter in the CREATE command that is recognized by IS on UNIX is FILENAME. 

2. When you specify keyword parameter REGISTER=CATALOG (the default) on the CREATE command from UNIX 
O/S, the job output and messages are displayed at the OS/3 system console, but are not returned to the 
UNIX O/S terminal. 

3. Only source and proc type library modules and character-oriented data files can be copied between an OS/3 
and a UNIX O/S host. 

4. On an OS/3 host, a file must exist before you can copy to that file. If the file does not already exist, you must 
send the CREATE command to the OS/3 host before you can copy to that file. 

5. The default for the POSITION parameter on OS/3 is EOF (end of file). On UNIX O/S, it is SOF (start of file). To 
overwrite a file, specify SOF. 

6. When you specify parameter POSITION=SOF on a copy command to UNIX O/S, you do not have to use the 
CREATE command before you can copy to that file. 

continued 
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Table SRI. to UNIX DDP File Transfer Parameter :;urnmary (cant.) 

7. When OSj3 receives a 70rt""L.o."nn record on a DDP COPY command, it writes a I-byte space record to the 
file. Consequently, a file containing a zero-length record cannot be compared (source to destination) on a 
byte-for-byte basis. If the file containing the zero-length record is a job control stream, the job stream cannot 
be executed. 

8. When you purge an element from a file on an OSj3 host, you must specify both the name and type of the 
module to be purged. If you do not 
decataloged. 

the name and type, the entire file is purged and the file 

9. When you purge a file on an OSj3 host from UNIX OjS, the output and associated job messages are 
displayed at the OSj3 system console but are not returned to the UNIX OjS terminal. 

08/3 does not between uppercase and lowercase file names. All are read 
as uppercase, regardless of how you enter them. UNIX 0/8 does between 
uppercase and lowercase file names. On UNIX you can create two files with the 
same name, one uppercase and one lowercase. 

When you send a file from 08/3 to UNIX 0/8 with a name that is not 
the name, you create a file in UNIX 0/8 
UNIX Information 8ervices manual for the name of the default rh"'nrot",,'lf'U 

For ..... .n.., ....... u.!J'-'v. when you enter the DDP command: 

DDP CREATE FILE=[unix-host-id]::'OS3.1' 

the file appears on the UNIX 0/8 as: 

/default-directory-name/OS3.1 

You can copy to or from this 
You cannot reference this file 
uppercase names. 

C'T\.c,,,rr .. nn,'T the file name 083.1. 
because 08/3 sends 
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This section how to: 

Access and process files resnmng on remote OS/3 crUC!'r.01rn 

Write ..... PliJ.u."u.v .• v ..... , ':::V,"t.A'm.::: that can initiate and communicate 
with other OS/3 ,,"',,1',., ....... '" 

Both of these "' ..... /-,u.u' ... u.IJ' ... ...,'" of the DDP file access 

Your programs can access and process remote MlRAM disk (not files by 
aacllng a HOST=host-id on II DVC statement associated 
with a located disk file. For if the disk file declared in the 
control stream: 

II JOB MYJOB 

II DVC 50 
II VOL D00028 
II LBL INVFILE 
II LFD INPUTA 
II EXEC PROGA 

was located at a remote ".nr"", .. nrl to indicate that the file is at a 
remote site is the addition of the host-id ..... "' ... 0 ....... .<>'1".<>". 

II JOB 

II DVC 50,HOST=REM2 
II VOL D00028 
II LBL INVFILE 
II LFD INPUTA 
II EXEC PROGA 
1& 

No program "'''-''''''.1..1.,,:..'-'''' or u. .... ' ............. VJ..h.) are ".Lv,,,u. .... ' ..... to process a remote file. 
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"'''''</<.4.'-''JO.v'UI. as described in the File Vlk(,U/,VF:,4""F:, Technical 
can be at hosts. The host 

'V<A"u\''''''~ it like any other file the HOST= 
whereas other would include HOST= in their file 

accessed files can be declared as sharable read files but cannot be shared for 

6-1 shows an to access and process data at remote 
hosts has distinct , ..... ",.0....,1-"' ...... , ~ .• ~..-.~.1 program is connected 
with three ,n",oni-A ... ""files: one local and two remote. When information is needed 
about a the workstation user need 

-i.,..n:,n-nf-,.,.,.." ~"~""~.1 program at site A opens the <.4..,'-'."''-''''''''''''' 

1FnrH'Ll,C'Tc,n information. The workstation user is un.COl[lCt~rn 

Such an assumes that the ,"",ani-A""'" maJnt,mfLed at the remote hosts 
are files that are CO!lstantly the 
remote hosts. 
host A each time host A wanted to access these 

DDP maintains an open session between hosts for each open file. on a 
session for a of 30 minutes causes the and then job, to terminate. 

with little should not be opened and left open. 
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INVENTORY 

DISPLAY LOCAL HOST A 

(INVFILEA) 

(INVFILEB) (INVFILEC) 

6-1. Remote File t"roICe!SSlrl£! APPllcaltlon 

You can write programs that can initiate and carry on a 
conversation with other programs at remote hosts. The 
cornrrmnllc8ltmlg programs must reside on different OS/3 hosts in a DDP network. 

User programs written for Dn)Q"I'an(}-to-r)rOQT~lm 
DDP shutdown has occurred. remains on queue Ul'JI11-1r1n-

The issuance of any DDP command loads the DDP software and U.U.VVA ... U.IU ... ...,~A..uy 

schedules the program. 

You can translate ASCII character-oriented files to EBCDIC character-oriented files 
and vice versa. you can transfer data in a that DDP treats 
the data as bit strings. 
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1. 

There are two basic communication programs: and The program 
that initiates a conversation is called the -n ....... TY\ <~ ..... r program and the initiated program 
is caned the program. 
u.-.."' ... ""', ..... vu. to reverse roles if the ..... 1-11-1 ...... "' .... .., ... " .... 

.......... 'rn '~""'T program can can up to 255 "''', ..... ''',..,.''''-0 

of conversations that may be conducted between CO]nnClUll1icatilng 
programs: and conversation is one that takes 

between two programs and the between 
these two programs never The program remains the 
program the life of the conversation. 
information. program activates a <:0,",. ... "',..,."'1-.0 

to The program 

,",VL.UI-'J.v""" conversation is one that allows for the programs to reverse 
UIJU"Juo.OJ, or that allows for more than two programs to be involved in 

......... ' ... ".01"111 ... .0<:0 and for """"',Oo"""'Jl1"'rlN cmnnJ.Ull1lCatllllg 

1. 

on control to 
""",."''''',''''01-.0 program. conversation 

....... ...., .... ., .. ,; ...... ..., assume that the program is initiated the job control run 
process by an and that the program is initiated the 
control run process by the DDP facility. both programs an 
associated job control stream and both programs occupy slots in the system on 
which are eXI8clltlll1g'. 

The control streams associated with cmnnJ.ull1icatjmg programs must contain a 
device set for the program program, 
this device set must consist of a II DVe statement and a II LFD statement. 
The II DVe statement must be in the form: 

II DVC PROG,jobname,HOST=host-id 
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where: 

PROG 
Associates the device as~::ngnnlerlt 
rather than a conventional I/O 

jobname 
Identifies the name of the you wish to communicate with. 

HOST=host-id 
Identifies the n.o'r-UT('\-rlr CUC!r.o1rYl on which the cm"reSP()ncnng 

name is established when the communications 
is defined d"1n""1"iN c,,,c<i',Q1rYl .A.A.L.:,"u.uu,,, .. VJ, .... 

The II LFD statement must be in the format: 

II LFD filename 

filename 
Is the name for the FILENAME::: n ... "' ....... ", .. " ... on the CDIB 
macroinstruction issued the program. 

1!-P-... ..... <nr1 ... 0,rIr1I Device lssi2"TIlmE~nt Set 

"',,"C',"""'TY'I.nn'i" set must also issue a II DVC statement and II LFD 
HA'H7Q'<70-r the II DVC statement must have the format: 

II DVC PROG 

where: 

PROG 
Associates the device with the "' ... ",....".OTV\ 

rather than a conventional I/O device. 

The II LFD statement must be in the format: 

II LFD filename 

where: 

filename 
Is name for 
macroinstruction issued 
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II JOB PRIMJOB 

II DVC PROG,SURJOB,HOST=BBBB 
II LFD PRIMARY 
II EXEC PROGA 
1& 
II FIN 

Control Stream to Run ~lIlrrn,a;::U'£3 
HOST BBBB 

II JOB SURJOB 

II DVC PROS 
II LFD SURRGATE 
II EXEC PROGB 
1& 
II F 

To prepare BAL programs for use in you use a 
OIJ'~"·U"'Jl set of consolidated data mEm2lgem€mt macroinstructions to open and 

and transfer information between the AJLUU .... LAA .. ' .... '''UJlF. programs. These 
macroinstructions function the same way other data macroinstructions 
do to resemble them wherever Two 

,Tn ..... "', .. "'?-",,'" macroinstructions are used in this environment. 

Declarative macroinstructions are used to information "'{\1',,..o,..n,,nO" the files 
the program. These macroinstructions 

code, such as constants and areas for The 
macroinstructions are used: CDIB and RIB. 

The CDIB macroinstruction identifies the ... nr"", .. "rl by the program 
and a common data interface block for The CDIB is the function 

it is referenced each time you issue an lTnn01,.af"l'lrO 

macroinstruction. 

Format 

LABEL ~OPERATION6 OPERAND 
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Parameters 

name 
..... -nOd."1-'",''' the name of the CDIB. This name cannot exceed seven characters. 

filename 
'-'n,,,,..,1-,,:,,,, the file name that was in the II LFD statement in 
program execution stream for the program. 

The RIB macroinstruction describes the file characteristics the ~"''''U.''JUlj;;. 
program. The RIB is used in combination with the CDIB macroinstruction when you 
issue the DOPEN macroinstruction to open the file. 

Format 

LABEL ~OPERATION~ OPERAND 

name RIB [HOSTID=host-id] 

Parameters 

HOSTID=host-id 

[,PROGFD=symbol] 
[,RCSZ=n] 

the one- to four-character name character must 
u.J.,"'.UU.""'VI"~'-'.1 of the host on which the destination program resides. This 

II 

PROGFD=symbol 

format: 

FORMAT FORMAT FORMAT 

name Xlnn 

BYTE o 2 3 4 5 n-1 n 
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6-8 

the data list consists of a 
one or more data format entries. 

The header contains the number of list entries in The first 
of the format contains a name that you define for a 

of data. The second of the contains a he:K:acleClm:al 
", ....... ,,,,1-,,,",<:< the of data. The hexadecimal values and 

"'n£,,,,1-,,, are as follows: 

Hex. Hex. 
Value of Data Value Data 

X'SO' ASCII X'S5' Katakana 

X'Sl' ASCII X'S6' Transparent Octet 

X'S2' EBCDIC X'SS' Kanji 

X'S3' EBCDIC X'S9' Compressed Kanji 

X'S4' Katakana 

This list is used when you transfer data. It is used with the DMINP and 
DMOUT macroinstructions. If the is 

is assumed to be 'tT'<:lln C!·n~l1"on 

RCSZ= 
._"""",,,,.,.,ACO the in of each record to be transferred. If RCSZ is 
omitted and WKFM=NO or WKFM=VAR is the record length is 
assumed to be 256 

WKFM= 
.... "","'1>,1-" ... '" the format of area in are 

If the format is variable or the work area consists of a 
record word (RDW) followed by data. All record sizes are 

passed in the first 2 bytes of the RDW and include the 4-byte RDW. 

the work area format is it is RCSZ-bytes NO is the 

WKFM=VAR 
Specifies the work area is op4~ra.tlons, you 
must specify the amount of data in the first 2 of the work area. For 

OP4~ra.tlOns. the work area must be cn,,,,,.,,h to hold the maximum 
amount of data (determined by the You do not 
have to specify a size in the work area; control back from 
the input the first 2 of 
the record. 
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WKFM=VARI 

as For you must 
of the work area, the maximum amount of data desired. If the 

......... 'O.Q'f"l:J> ... than the actual record the value in the work area win be 
Ch~ln~~ea. to reflect the actual record size. 

The macroinstructions establish and close communications between 
user programs, and end conversation between programs, transfer 
and receive and control the status of the programs. The instructions you use to 
cause these actions are: and DMINP. 

When you use the ' ....... -nn' .. ..,.,..' .. 'A m~LCr~Dm.stl·uctlons, the 
as indicated: 

"'CHTi c:!·t-o ... ·C! must be used 

Register 0 
The RIB address must be loaded in this for the DOPEN 
macroinstruction. The work-area address must be loaded in this for 
those macroinstructions that use work-area 

Register 1 
The CDIB must be loaded in this ..,.,.,' .... "'11-"'..-

'n->,no,"'Q'j-",,·o macroinstruction loads 
address. An are returned 

"h<ynr,."rI when control is received back from an ,n->nO, .. <:loT"(70 macroinstruction. 

£>n.O:>"I1""'''' is after each macroinstruction. This is necessary 
because control is always returned inline. A standard way of '-'A .. 'vVAU ....... ~ 

in the Data Macroinstructions PnJPl~(Hnnu.n',p 
Guide, 70044607. 

You use this macroinstruction to establish a communications between user 
utJlf-n .... \, .... ",.v.u. programs. This instruction must be issued first by both the and 

nc;atlon programs before any transfer of information is att,errlptea.. 
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Format 

Parameters 

cdibname 
Is the 
DOPEN. 

(1) or 1 

the program ~""""'~~Jl~ the 

Indicates that you have <;;;.Lv,au.'C;u. ...... ' ...... "'t-"' ... 1 with the address of the CDIB. 

ribname 
Is the 
DOPEN. 

(0) or 0 

name of the RIB _~r ... ,,~~ ..... 

Indicates that you have 

The DMOUT macroinstruction is used to transfer 
program to another. 

Format 

LABEL MPERATIONil OPERAND 

DMOUT 

(

Cdibnamej,(wOrkareaj 
(1) (0) 

1 0 

name 

Parameters 

cdibname 

the program ''''''''",nrrthe 

o with the address of RIB. 

data from one u ......... u .• vUIJ.AV.U 

Is the name of the CDIB .".r.r,,,,· .. ,,,,r,I the program ... "'''' ......... 1.,;;;;. the DMOUT. 

(1) or 1 
Indicates that you have c;.I.v,auc;u. ... '''' ...... '''t-r· ... 1 with the address of CDIB. 

workarea 
Is the "'r7 ....... h'~hn name of the work area that contains the record to be sent. 

(0) or 0 
Indicates that you have 
area. 

o with the address of the work 
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The ... r.r'AHn-nn- macroinstruction has the format: 

cdibname 
Is the name of the CDIB 'Tf'Ornll1l'On the program .. u"' .......... Jlj;. the DMINP. 

(1) or 1 
Indicates that you have '-'.'-',' .......... '-,'"" .... £HT.e'-r-n .... l with the address of the CDIB. 

work area 
Is the name of the work area that contains the record to be sent. 

(0) or (3 

Indicates that you have 
area. 

vnn-.c-r-,..,.,.. 0 with the <::I",r,-..,o,,,,,, of the work 

If the PROGFD is you select the data format from the data 
format list name you defined for the format 
into the field of the CDIB before you issue the DMOUT macroinstruction. If 
you do not move a name into the the first data format in the list will be used. 
On a the data name that comes across in the buffer will be moved into 
the field. 

You use this macroinstruction to close a communications between user 
LA"' ....... JAV'LA programs. 

Format 

7004 ... "'ULrV\JV 



Parameters 

cdibname 
Is the 
DCLOSE. 

name of the CDIB declared in the program .. aa ...... HJLj;;;. the 

(1) or 1 

Indicates that you have 1 with the address of the CDIB. 

We recommend that the streams for communications contain 
no other than those for the execution of these programs. The reason 
for this recommendation is that minutes are allotted for a 

a timeout will result. 

......... a .. .lJlv conversation must contain the three JJAHAava, which are also shown in 
the flow In 6-2: 

Initiation Phase 
with one and 

DOPEN. 

Data 
program, after ""''''ULAA''F. 

DMINPs. 

program initiates the via a 
program, which also must issue a 

program transfers data to the ~111~""",ITo:l'-O 
and the receives data after ..La"''-'-J.AJl;;; 

Termination Phase The -n.,.,.,."... '~""'7 program and C"'~"'A,Nof-n program must each 
issue a DCLOSE to terminate. 

The CDIBs and RIBs -rc>r~111, .. c>rl the and DC LOSE 
macroinstructions are those of the program the macroinstructions. 
of conversation programs are in 6.4.7. 
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INITIA TION PHASE 

TRANSFER PHASE 

PRIMARY PROGRAM SURROGA TE PROGRAM 

The conversation programs. 

program and """~"'Arr .... 1I-A 

Primary Program 

// JOB PTP$PRIM 

/1 DVC PROG,PTP$SURR,HOST=BBBB 

II LFD filename field in the 
primary CDIB 

Surrogate Program 

II JOB PT$SURR 

II DVC PROG 

II LFD filename field in the 
surrogate CDIB 

Job Control for Plt"iITl~I"V "'l"ni:lrl"~lm 
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Primary Program Surrogate Program 

Line 
1 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

2 
and 
3 

PRIMARY START 0 SURROGATE START 

LA R1,PRIMCDIB SURRCDIB 

LA R0,PRIMRIB LA R0,SRGATRIB 
DOPEN 1) (0) DOPEN 1 ,(0) 

LA R0,DATAMSG LA R0,IOAREA 
DMOUT 1) (0) DMINP 1 ,(0) 

DCLOSE ( 1 DnOSE ( 1 ) 

EOJ EOJ 
PRIMCDIB DC XL48 1 (2J(2Ji SURRCDIB DC XL48 1 00 1 

PRIMRIB RIB RCSZ=80 SURGATRIB RIB RCSZ=80 1 

DATAMSG DC CL8!(P0IiP IOAREA DC XL80i(iHP 

Coding Description 

Each program starts its own program. 
The primary and surrogate programs each load their reSI)eCtiVe CDIBs and RIBs into 

Rl and RO, respectively. 

4 Both the primary and surrogate programs open their own CDIBs and RIBs. 
5 The primary program loads a data message into RO, and the surrogate program loads its I/O area into 

its RO. 
6 The primary program issues a DMOUT to send the message, and the surrogate program issues 

a DMINP to receive the message. 
7 Both programs close their respective communication paths to each other. 
8 Each program ends its own program. 

Conversation 
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Job Control Stream 

II JOB PRIMJOB 

II DVC PROG,SURJOB,HOST=SBBB 
II LFD PRIMARY 

II EXEC PROGA 
/& 
II FIN 

program 

BAL Program for the Simple Conversation Primary Program PROGA 

Line Description 

1 PROGA START 0 
2 BALR R15,0 
3 USING *,R15 
4* 
5 

6* 
7 

8 
9 

10* 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16* 
17 
18 

70044508-000 

LA R1,PRIMARY 

LA R0,PRIMRIB 

DOPEN (1),(0) 

LA R0,DATAAREA 
DMOUT (1),(0) 

DC LOSE (1) 

EOJ 

LOADING THE CDIB 
Load the address of the following CDIS into R1: 

PRIMARY CDIS FILENAME=PRIMARY 
OPEN A CONNECTION TO THE SURROGATE HOST BBBB 

Load the address of the foLlowing RIB into R0: 
PRIMRIB RIB 

Open a session path to the surrogate program 
Check for a successful open 

EXECUTE DATA TRANSFER LOOP 

I

set up counter for loop 
R0= address of data area 

Loop Loop is executed, sending data 
Check for a successful send 
Loop through 50 times 

CLOSE THE CONNECTION TO THE SURROGATE HOST 
Close the session path 
Check for a successful close 



a 

"Y'O{'Ol'.nTla 50 messages from the 
program conversation. 

Job Control Stream 

II JOB SURJOB 

II DVC PROG 

II LFD SURRGATE 

II EXEC PROGB 

1& 
II FIN 

BAL Program for the Simple Conversation Surrogate Program PROGB 

Line Descri(:2tion 

1 PROGB START 0 
2 BALR R15,0 
3 USING *,R15 
4* LOADING THE CDla 
5 LA R1,SURRGATE Load the address of the following CDla into R1: 

SURRGATE CDIS FILENAME=SURRGATE 
6* ATTACH TO THE PRIMARY PROGRAM 
7 LA R0,SURRIB Load the address of the following RIB into R0: 

SURRIB RIB 
8 DOPEN (1),(0) Attach to the primary session 
9 Check for a successful attachment 

10* PREPARE TO RECEIVE DATA FROM THE PRIMARY PROGRAM 
11 LA R0,INPAREA {load the address of the input area into R0 
12 DMINP (1),(0) Get data from primary program 
13 Loop Receive data transfer 
14 Loop to get more input 
15* CHECK WHICH OF THE EXCEPTION FLAGS IS SET IN THE CDIS 
16* TERMINATE THE ATTACHMENT TO THE PRIMARY PROGRAM 
17 DCLOSE (1) Detach from the primary program 
18 Check for a successful detachment 
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A conversation enables both .......... ?'V'\(, ..... , 

and status roles via a more 
a program can communicate with several "'", .... 1'\.,.,..,,'1" 

programs. 

A _____ ,.. .. ___ conversation also contains three IJAUAO"'O. 

Initiation Phase - The program initiates a conversation with one or 
more programs and receives a from program. 

Data Phase The n ... '"......" ..... , and "'''· ..... r'f'I'<l programs eXt::ncm~~e 
data andJor control. 

Termination Phase - The program indicates to the "'"',. .... "',.,.011-,,.,<:< 

conversation is to be terminated. The programs re~;pona 
and end the conversation. 

The 

1. "...,..,Tn " ..... , program cannot be started as a c"n~"'I'\,n"01-Q 
....... ,?'V'\(, ..... , program has it can pass to a 

2. A program written as a "''''' ... ~ .... n11-'' program cannot started as a 
program. 

3. a"' .... '· ........ ', ...... , ......... '''u'.u'b as a 
or program,cannot That is, 

there is no way to start or connect to a 

conversation 
ir""<YH" ...... rI USE=PROG is also 

sm~roga1ce program RIB for 
conversation. 
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Format 

, ............ "' ... "'1-"'7"" macroinstructions used in 
with the two Imoelratlve macroinstructions: 

DMSEL and DMCTL. 

The select ' ............ 0',.0'1-·1'<10 

conversations between 
since the Cn,"".'''rTO't" 

n""Tn~l~7 must next issue a DMINP. 

Format 

PROG, 

Parameters 

cdibname 

,DATA] 

Is the name of the CDIB in the program. If 
it is assumed that the address of the CDIB has been loaded into 

PROG 
Identifies DMCTL as beJon:gIng- to the Dr()2T'arrl-t()-nro~~am 

a conversation is to be 

ACT 

DEACT 

DATA 

activated or deactivated. 
the name of the ",,,,-,,.,,,"'!",..,1/-

is it is that the address of 
program was loaded into register O. 

Indicates a conversation with the c", ..... AtTolrl"> program named is to be 
activated 

Indicates a conversation with the "'",..,...",,....."'t·'" program named is to be 
n1'''''T",1-r,rf (closed). 

Indicates that the macroinstruction issued win contain data to be 
OJ ..... ...,'"' .......... with the DMSEL. 
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lTY1'nOl~a't'nTO macroinstruction can be used: 

Cll1~~(),[J'at·o program via the 
"'.'-1111<'>''-»'' parmneter or 

sm~roQ"a1~e program to aDMSELwith issued the 

Format 

cdibname 
Is the name of the CDIB "",r.,f.,+,,,rI! 

UVlfJv.l.LU..L .. .lj:; on whether the are 

PROG 
Identifies DMCTL as lV ....... V •• ,F, .... JlF, to the """"~""""'TY'I 

BEQ 

program 
program becomes the 

""1~ ... I"\,fTat·n program. was ~ornl1'''Or1 from the it is sent 
before the takes effect. 

END 
as a to a DMSEL 

program, to indicate the 
conversation is to be terminated. 

The DCLOSE macroinstruction is issued to close a communications path 
between user programs, as for conversations but the 

program must first issue a DMSEL with DEACT or the conversation is 
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and DCLOSE macros you in u. ...... :>.lF., .... u.,F. 

.... V ... UIJAvA conversation. Your program still goes 1-h,,..,,,,.,....h 

termination - but are 
various smaller you can or you can link the to pass from 

data transfer state to C!n',..".." ..... "lr.o transfer state and then go back to the 
transfer state. 

combinations 
section of the ............ Ji-, .... "" ...... 

program. The 

the conversation termination 

"'01''''',,,,,1'1 macroinstructions and are shown in the circles of the 
n ... r\I'n,rll11"'.a links and the smaller circles define the state your program arrives at. For 
"'£"' .......... ''1''' ... ''', the small circles a 1 the program has arrived at the 

data/control transfer The small circles a 2 the 
program has arrived at the data/control transfer 

When a program it continues from the 
state 2. reaches the 1 

it continues from the ....... , ......... ~~1M7 6A to 6C to 
and 5D to 6D in 6-7. 
'-' ... H ..... U~;.v..., in 

The small circles a 3 or 4 indicate the program can enter the .... ".., ........ '.,,,..,, 
conversation termination or conversation termination 

The notes C!,O'"n"/-,.,,.n 

such as RECEIVE and so 
indicate the to issue macroinstructions or nr",,,rht-'r1,r\ 

that follow the use of the macroinstruction. For further refer to the 
macroinstruction in 6.5.3. 
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CONVERSATION 
INITIA'TION 

PHASE 

DATA/CONTROL 
TRANSfER 

PHASE 

PRIMARY 
CON VERSA nON 
TERMINATION 

PHASE 

PROGRAM STARTING AS PRIMARY 

8S 

58 
80 

STEP 

(EXAMPLE 4) 
(EXAMPLE 5) 
(See note.) 

PROGRAM STARTING AS SURROGATE 

STEP 

(EXAMPLE 4) 1 
(EXAMPLE 6) 1 

-'----------- - DeLOSE 110 

LEGEND: 

Large circieQindicates the imperative macroinstruction shown can be issued. 

When the program starting as primary reaches the state, it continues from the surrogate diagram state 

When the program starting as surrogate reaches the state, it continues from the primary diagram state 

Note: In the examples, steps progress within the same letter. For example, after lA go to 2A, 3A, etc. 

6·7. 
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CONVERSATION 
INITIAITION 

PHASE 

DATA/CONTROL 
TRANSFER 

PHASE 

SURROGATE 
CONVERSA nON 
TERMINATION 

PHASE 



,",VA.A.A.p ........... conversation is very as shown for the 
C01nnlUll1lCatllllg programs. 

II JOB jobname JOB jobname 

II EXEC load module name II EXEC load module name 

1& 1& 
II FIN II FIN 

where: 

jobname 
For the program, is the name for the 
program. 

is the name for the 

program. 

For the ""'· .... ""rrnt·,.,. program, load module name is the name of the load 
module for the program. 

The f onowing are conversation programs. 
are referenced on the conversation flow 

to the line number listed at the left side of each program that follows. 
you can relate the to the flow and learn how and 

.... LU ...... UIJ.'-'>O were coded as if your 
-rornll-.. on it. 
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6-8 shows the .... or""' .. orl control. 

Y\.,.,!rn<~""'T program the left side of issues a DOPEN and selects the 
""1~"'A,aQt·o program via DMSEL ACTivate to status via DMCTL 

Or>"''''1''\1"o..-,£Oo from the program, the program becomes the new 
""'~"'A,(Ya1·n program and receives data from the new program. 

The program the 
message from the nTOQTam, acc:eplts 
program, sends data to the new program. The program then issues a 
DMSEL DEACTivate after closes the conversation. 

Primary Program Surrogate Program 

II JOB PTP$PRIM JOB PTP$SRGT 

II EXEC load module name II EXEC load module name 

1& 1& 
II FIN II FIN 

6-9 shows the for "v-<,..-n·n,,,, 4: 
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Primary Program Surrogate Program 

PRIMARY START (3 SURROGATE START 0 

LA R1,PRIMCDIB LA R1 SURRCDIB 

LA R0,PRIMRIB LA R0,SRGATRIB 
Line Line 

1A DOPEN (1) (0) 1B DOPEN 1),(0) 

LA R0,=CL8 I PTP$SRGT' 
2A DMSEL (1),PROG,(0),ACT,DATA 

LA R0,ACTMSG LA R0,RPLYMSG 
3A DMOUT ( 1 ,(0),UNLOCK 2B DMINP ( 1 (O) 

LA R13, IOAREA LA R0,RPLYMSG 
4A DMINP (1),(0) 3B DMOUT (1) (13) 

5A DMCTL (1) ,PROG,BEQ 
LA R0,BEQMSG LA R0, IOAREA 

6A DMOUT (1) (13) 4B DMINP (1),(0) 

LA R13, IOAREA LA R0,=CL8 I PTP$PRIM' 
58 DMSEL (1),PROG,(0),DEACT 

7A DMINP (1),(0) LA R0,DEACTMSG 
8A DMCTL (1),PROG,END 68 DMOUT (1), (0) ,UNLOCK 

LA R0,=RPLMSG LA R13, IOAREA 
9A DMOUT (1),(0) 7B DMINP (1),(0) 

113A DC LOSE (1) 8B DCLOSE (1) 

EOJ EOJ 
PRIMCDIB DC XL48 1 00 1 SURRCDIB DC XL48 1 00 1 

PRIMRIB RIB 11<:C:I=".,Donr. SRGATRIB RIB IIC'!:-[)Dn~ 
_"""'--~l ""''''"'I U,,",L.-rl'\.VU, 

HOSTID=BBBB RCSZ=80 
RCSZ=80 RPLYMSG DC CL80 I REPLY' 

ACTMSG DC CL80 1 ACTIVATE DEACTMST DC CL81.1P DEACTIVATE I 

BEQMSG DC CL80 I BEQUEATH I IOAREA DC XL80 1 00 1 

RPLYMSG DC CL80 I REPLY' 
IOAREA DC XL80 1 00 1 
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, "',.,.",...,,"" a DOPEN and DMSEL to select the 
and passes control to it via a As 

rel)e~lteQl" receives data transfers from the new 

II EXEC load module name 

1& 
II FIN 

SAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGC 

1C 

2C 

3C 

PROGC START (11 

SALR R15,0 
USING *,R15 

LA R0,PRIMRIB 

DOPEN 1),(0) 

LA R0,=CL6 I SURJOBI 
DMSEL (1),PROG,0,ACT,DATA 

LA R0,ACTMSG 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,RPLYAREA 

6~lO. Job Control and 

ReceivII112 Data Transfers 

Description 

LOADING THE CDIB 
Load address of the following CDIB into R1: 

PRIMARY CDIB FILENAME=PRIMARY 
OPEN CONNECTION TO SURROGATE 

Load address of the following RIB into R0: 
PRIMRIB RIB USE=PROG,HOSTID=ISLC 

WKFM=VARI 

Open session path 
Check for successful open 

SELECT THE SURROGATE PROGRAM 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Select surrogate program 
Check for successful open 

Load address of ACTivate DATA 
Issue ACTIVATE 
Check for successful ACTivate 

ISSUE INPUT REQUEST TO GET REPLY FROM 
SURROGATE 

Load address of reply area into R0 

a o!;;.vut:::cn.1I and ReDe4~tedlv 



SAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGC (continued) 

4C 

5e 

6e 

7e 

Be 

9C 

10C 

11C 

DMINP 1) (0) 

DMCTL (1),PROG,BEQ 

LA R0,=BEQMSG 
DMOUT (1, (0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMINP (1) (0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 
DMOUT ( 1) ( 0) 

DMCTL (1),PROG,END 

LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMOUT (1),(0) 

DCLOSE (1) 

EOJ 

6-10. Job Control and 

Wait for surrogate reply 
Check whether reply was received 

ISSUE BEQUEATH TO SURROGATE 

Indicate BEQueath 

Load address of BEQueath data 
Send data message· No reply required 

PREPARE TO RECEIVE DATA FROM THE PRIMARY 

Load address of input area 

Get data from primary 
Check for successful read 

IF REPLY IS REQUIRED, SEND REPLY TO PRIMARY 

Load address of reply area 
Reply to primary 
Check for successful reply 
Loop to get more input (DMINP performed) 

CHECK WHICH EXCEPTION FLAGS ARE SET IN CDIS 
Indicate REPLY END after receiving 
DEACTivate 

Load address of reply 

Reply to primary 
Check for successful reply 

CLOSE CONNECTION TO PRIMARY 

Close session path 
Check for successful close 

a 1U!;;.'VUIt;;CU.1I and ReDe;3Itedlv 
w~'('~,l\nnp' Data Transfers (Part 2 of 2) 
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program .lLO", ........ ul". 

program shown in 
receIves a as the new 
messages to the new proper after each 50 messages. 
issues a DEACTivate message to the new a 

it terminates the conversation. 

II JOB SURJOB 

/1 EXEC load module name 

1& 
II FIN 

BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Surrogate Program PROGD 

1D 

2D 

3D 

7004 .... ,)\i'r\ "Hi 

PROGD START 0 
BALR R15,0 
USING R15 

LA R1 SURCDIB 

LA RO,SURRIB 

DOPEN 1 ,(0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMINP 1),(0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 
DMOUT (1) (0) 

L 

Description 

LOADING THE CDIS 
load address of the following CDIB into R1: 

SURCDIB CDIB FILENAME=SURRGATE 

Load address of the following RIB into RO: 
SURRIB RIB USE=PROG,WKFM=VARI 

Attach to primary session 
Check for successful attachment 

GET ACTIVATE MESSAGE FROM THE PRIMARY 

Load input area into R0 

Get input from primary 
Check for successful input 

REPLY TO PRIMARY 

Load input area into R0 
Reply to primary 

reply 
PRIMARY 



BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Surrogate Program PROGD (continued) 

4D DMINP 1),(O) 

SENDLOOP LA 
LOOP1 LA 

R9,10(0,0) 
R8,49(0,0) 

LOOP2 

5D 

6D 

7D 

8D 

9D 

10D 

11D 

MVC 
DATAMSG 

DMOUT (0) 

BCT R8,LOOP2 

LA R0,DATAAREA 
DMOUT (1 ,(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,RPLYAREA 

DMINP (0) 

BCT R9,LOOP1 

LA R0,=CL7 B PRIMJOB 
DMSEL 1) PROG,(0), 

DEACT,DATA 

LA RO,DATAMSG 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,RPLYAREA 
DMINP (1),(0) 

DCLOSE (1) 

Get message from primary 
Check whether BEQueath was specified 

ENTER DATA TRANSFER LOOP 
Loop2 is executed 49 times and a reply is 
expected on the 50th message. 
Set Loop1 counter (R9) 
Set Loop2 counter (R8) 

of area 

Send 
Check 

thout request for reply 
successful send 

Loop through 49 times 
SET UP MESSAGES FOR WHICH REPLY 

Load address of data area 
send message and wait for reply 
Check for successfuL send 

REQUIRED 

GET REPLY FROM SURROGATE AND CHECK VS 
LAST MESSAGE SENT 
Load the reply area 

Get the reply 
Check for successful reply 

If check positive, loop through 10 times 
TERMINATE CONVERSATION WITH SURROGATE 

Load surrogate program name 
Issue DEACTivate 

Check for successful DEACTivate 

Load address of DEACTivate message 
Issue DEACTivate message 
Check for successful DEACTivate 

CHECK WHETHER REPLY TO DEACTIVATE MATCHES 
MESSAGE SENT TO SURROGATE 

Load address of reply area 
the reply 

Check whether reply was received 
CHECK THAT REPLY END WAS RECEIVED 
TERMINATE ATTACHMENT TO SURROGATE 
Detach from the surrogate 
Check for successful detachment 

70044508-000 



program sunultaneou:sIy 50 messages to 
programs on three 

II EXEC load module name 

1& 
II FIN 

BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE 

Description 

PROGE START 0 

BALR R15,0 
USING *,R15,R12,R11,R10 

BUILD THREE CDIBs FOR PROGRAM-TO-PROGRAM 
OPERATION 

LA R7,50(0,0) Load count for 50 messages 
LOOPSTRT EQU * 

LA R1,CDIB1 Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
USING CD$DCIB,R1 
BLDCDIB FILENAME=PRIME1,MSGSUP=NO 
LA R1,CDIB2 Load address of CDIBZ into R1 
BLDCDIB FILENAME=PRIMEZ,MSGSUP=NO 
LA R1,CDIB3 Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
BLDCDIB FILENAME=PRIME3,MSGSUP=NO 

OPEN A CONNECTION TO EACH SURROGATE 

LA R0,RIB1 Load address of the following RIB1 into 
RIB1 RIB USE=PROG, HOSTID=NOD4 

WKFM=VARI 

R0 

LA R1,CDIB1 Load address of the following CDIB1 into R1: 
CDIB1 CDIB 

DOPEN 1),(0) Open connection 
Check for successful open 

LA R0,RIB2 

LA R1,CDIB2 

7004 ""TJUUV\JV 



6-30 

BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE continued) 

DOPEN (1),(0) 

LA R0,RIB3 

DOPEN 

LA 
LA 
DMSEL 

1),(0) 

R0,=CL8'PTP$SRG1 i 

R1 CDIB1 
1),PROG,(0), 

ACT DATA 

LA R0,=CL8'PTP$SRG2 1 

LA R1 CDIB2 
DMSEL (1),PROG,(0) 

ACT,DATA 

LA R0,CL8 I PTP$SRG3 1 

LA R1,CDIB3 
DMSEL (1),PROG,(0) 

ACT DATA 

LA R0,ACTVMSG1 
LA R1,CDIB1 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,ACTVMSG2 
LA R1,CDIB2 
DMOUT (1) (0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,ACTVMSG3 
LA R1,CDIB3 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,RPYAREA1 

Open connection 
Check for successful open 

Load address of the following RIB3 into R0: 
RIB3 RIB 

Load address the following CDIB3 into R1 
CDIB3 CDIB 

Open connection 
Check for successtul open 

SELECT EACH SURROGATE PROGRAM 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
Select surrogate program 

Check for successful select 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Select surrogate program 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Select surrogate program 

Check for successful select 
SET UP DATA FOR ACTIVATE COMMAND 

Load activate data message into R0 
Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
Issue ACTivate 
Check for successful ACTivate 

Load activate data message into R0 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Issue ACTi vate 
Check for successful ACTivate 

Load address of CDIB3 into R0 
Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
I ssue ACTivate 
Check for successful ACTivate 

ISSUE INPUT REQUEST TO GET REPLY FROM 
SURROGATE 

Load address of reply area into R0 
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BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE (continued) 

DMINP (1),(0) 

LA R0,RPYAREA2 

LA R1,CDIB2 
DMINP 11\ 11l!\ 

\. I I , \. VI 

LA R0,RPYAREA3 

LA R1,CDIB3 
DMINP (1),(0) 

LA R9,10(0,0) 
LOOP1 LA R8,49(0,0) 
LOOP2 AP MSGCOUNT( 4) 

=PL4 i 10 i 

LA R0,DATAREA1 
LA R1,CDIB1 
DMOUT (1),(0) 

LA R0,DATAREA2 
LA R1,CDIB2 
DMOUT (1),(0) 

LA R0,DATAREA3 
LA R1,CDIB3 
DMOUT (1),(0) 

70044508-000 

LOOP1 
LOOP2 

Wait for surrogate reply 
Check for successful reply 

Load address of reply area into R0 

Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Uait for surrogate reply 
Check for successful reply 

Load address of reply area into R0 

Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Wait for surrogate reply 
Check for successful reply 

ENTER DATA TRANSFER LOOP 
Loop2 is executed 49 times and a reply 
is expected on the 50th message. The 
reply must match the 49th message. 
Set LOOP1 counter (R9) 
Set LOOP2 counter (R8) 
Update message counter 

Load address of data area into R0 
Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
Send data - without request for reply 
Check for successful send 

Load address of data area into R0 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Send data - without request for reply 
Check for successful send 

Load address of data area into R0 
Load address CDIB3 into R1 
Send data - without request for reply 
Check for successful send 

to 



BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE (continued) 

LOOP 1 (continued) 

SET UP MESSAGE FOR WHICH A REPLY IS EXPECTED 
LA R0,DATAREA1 Load address of data area into R0 
LA R1,CDIB1 Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK Send data . request reply 

Check for successful send 

LA R0,DATAREA2 Load address of data area into R0 
LA R1,CDIB2 Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK Send data - request reply 

Check for successful send 

LA R0,DATAREA3 Load address of data area into R0 
LA R1,CDIB3 Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
DMOUT (1),(0),UNLOCK Send data - request reply 

Check for successful send 

GET REPLY FROM SURROGATE CHECK IT AGAINST 
LAST OUTPUT MESSAGE SENT 

LA R0,RPYAREA1 Load address of reply area into R0 

LA R1,CDIB1 Load address of CDlB1 into R1 
DMINP (1),(13) Get the reply 

Check for successful reply 

LA R0,RP¥AREA2 Load address of reply area into R0 

LA R1,CDIB2 Load address of CDI82 into R1 
DMINP (1),(13) Get the reply 

Check for successful reply 

LA R0,RPYAREA3 Load address of reply area into R0 

LA R 1, CDI 83 address of CDIB3 into R1 
DMINP (1),(0) Get the reply 

Check for successful reply 
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BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE (continued) 

LA R0,=CL8'PTP$SRG1! 
LA R1,CDIB1 
DMSEL (1 ,PROG, (0) 

DEACT,DATA 

LA R0,=CL8 I PTP$SRG2 1 

LA R1,CDIB2 
Dtv1SEL (1),PROG,(0) 

DEACT,DATA 

LA R0,=CL8 I PTP$SRG3 1 

LA R1,CDIB3 
DMSEL (1),PROG,(0) 

DEACT,DATA 

LA R0,DACTMSG1 
LA R1,CDIB1 
DMOUT (1) (0) ,UNLOCK 

LA R!il,DACTMSG2 
LA R1,CDIB2 
DMOUT (1) (0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,DACTMSG3 
LA R',CDIB3 
DMOUT (1 ,(0),UNLOCK 

LA R0,RPYAREA1 

LA R1,CDIB1 
DMINP (1),(0) 

70044508-000 

TERMINATE THE CONVERSATION WITH THE SURROGATE 
PROGRAM 

Load surrogate program name with a R0 
Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
Select surrogate program 
Check for successful select 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Select surrogate program 
Check for successful select 

Load surrogate program name into R0 
Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Select surrogate program 
Check for successful select 

SET UP DATA FOR DEACTIVATE MESSAGE 
load address of DEACTivate message into R0 
load address of CDIB1 into R1 
ssue DEACTivate 

Check for successful DEACTivate 

load address of DEACTivate message into R0 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Issue DEACTivate 
Check for successful DEACTivate 

Load address of DEACTivate message into R0 
Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Issue DEACTivate 
Check for successful DEACTivate 

CHECK IF REPLY TO DEACTIVATE MATCHES 
MESSAGE SENT TO THE SURROGATE 

Load address of reply area into R0 

load address of CDlB1 into R1 
Wait for the reply 
Check whether REPLY (END) was received 

to 



6-34 

BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Primary Program PROGE (continued) 

LA 
DMINP 

LA 

LA 
DMINP 

LA 
DCLOSE 

LA 
DCLOSE 

LA 
DC LOSE 

BCT 
EOJ 
CDIB1 
CDIB2 
CDIB3 
RIB1 
RIB2 
RIB3 

R1,CDIB2 
( 1) (0) 

R0,RPYAREA3 

R1,CDIB3 
( 1 ,(0) 

R1,CDIB1 
( 1 

R1,CDIB2 
(1) 

R1,CDIB3 
(1) 

R7,LOOPSTRT 

DC XL48 1 00 1 

DC XL48 1 00! 
DC XL48!00! 

Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Wait for the reply 
Check whether REPLY (END) was received 

Load address of reply area into R0 

Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Wait for the reply 
Check whether REPLY (END) was received 

CLOSE CONNECTION TO SURROGATE PROGRAM 
Load address of CDIB1 into R1 
Close the connection 
Check for successful close 
Load address of CDIB2 into R1 
Close the connection 
Check for successful close 

Load address of CDIB3 into R1 
Close the connection 

Loop for execution count 
End of job 

RIB USE=PROG,HOSTID=NOD4,WKfM=VARI 
RIB USE=PROG,HOSTID=NOD4,WKFM=VARI 
RIB USE=PROG, HOSTID=NOD4,WKFM=VARI 

6-13 shows a program used with two other "''' .. · ... ''',rrai"Q 

with the program shown in 
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Job Control Stream 

II JOB PTP$SRGn (where n is 1, 2, or 3) 

II EXEC load module name 

1& 
II FIN 

SAL Program for the Complex Conversation Typical Surrogate Program PROGF 

PROGE START 0 

BALR R15 0 
USING *,R15 

LA R1,SURCDI 

LA R0,SURRIB 

DOPEN 1),(0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMINP (1) (0) 

LA R0,INPTAREA 
DMOUT (1),(0) 

6·13. 

70044508-000 

Description 

LOADING THE CDxa 
Load address of the folLowing CDIB into R0: 

SURCDIB CDla FILENAME=PTP$SRGn 

Load address of the following RIB into R0: 
SURRIB RIB USE=PROG,WKFM=VARI 

ATTACH TO THE PRIMARY 
Attach to the primary session 
Check for successful attachment 

GET ACTIVATE MESSAGE FROM PRIMARY 
Load address of input area into R0: 

Get input from primary 
Check for successful input 

REPLY TO PRIMARY 
Load input area into R0 
Reply to primary 
Check for successful reply 

PREPARE TO RECEIVE DATA FROM PRIMARY 



BAL Program for the Complex Conversation Typical Surrogate Program PROGF (continued) 

RECVLOOP LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMINP (12) 

Recvloop 
BE RECVLOOP 

LA R12,INPTAREA 
DMOUT 1) , (13) 

BE RECVLOOP 

DMCTl (1),PROG,END 

LA R0,INPTAREA 

DMOUT (1),(12) 

DCLOSE (1) 

EOJ 

.oop' 

Load address of reply into R0 

Get data from primary 
Check for successful read 

REPLY IS REQUIRED, SEND REPLY TO PRIMARY 
Continue loop; no flags are set 

load address of reply into R0 
Reply to primary 
Check for successful reply 

Loop to get more input 
CHECK WHICH EXCEPTION FLAGS ARE SET IN CDIS 

Check whether DEACTivate was received 
REPLY TO THE DEACTIVATE FROM THE PRIMARY 

Load address of reply into R0 

Reply to primary 
Check for successful reply 

TERMINATE ATTACHMENT TO PRIMARY 
Detach from the primary 

SURCDI CDIB FILENAME=PTP$SRGn (where n is 1, 2, or 3) 
SURRIB RIB USE=PROG,WKFM=VARI 
INPTAREA DC XLlinput-area-size l 

6-13. Job Control and 
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This section describes how access the distributed functions n-r,rYU11r!c,r! 

with user-written basic assembler programs. 

The basis for all pn~ce~ss]mg at the program level interface is the 
This list is an as:,enabl 

Format 

Label DDP posi ional-param, keyword-params 

Parameters: 

positional-param 
Is one of these DDP commands: 

CREATE 
COpy 
PURGE 
SUBMIT FILE 
SUBMIT REQUEST 
TALK 

sp~eClnc DDP commands. 

08/3 DDP 

on a may differ from used on 
interactive DDP commands. These differences are shown in Table 7-1. 

can be: 

Direct parmneteI'S - Data is ..... <1 ............ '''' ... 7 contained within the 

Indirect - The contains the address of an area 
within the user program where the actual data is stored. 

7004 -r,JUL,n../\.JU 



_~'_~~A.' used for variable such as 
and destination user-ids. are identified a 

eIg:nt-·cniaraLctE!r label. For 'I",.t>.<..UJ.A.JAv. 

FILE:::.FLENAME 

Indirect paJraIJrlel:;ers ... nr,,,,,,,n that data be ..... JlAj .... U .... 'u. 

Therefore: 
a half-word >Jv' ......... ,""u.Jl 

Bytes 0/1 Half-word specifying the length of the parameter information 

Bytes 2/N = Indirect parameter 

vAI-'.H.U .. UlO the command i.rnuuy",,..·rI 

lyunu",...rI "-,..-,,.."'T'n' .... ..-r',,. choices. There are 
used on a n ... ,,..."" .... ,ri,·, ... o call or 

defaults. 

Interactive 
Command Keyword Explanation/Parameters Keyword 

CREATE FILE::: (None) 
Actual file name (with optional host-id) or indirect 
specification giving the address of an area containing the 
file name string 

(None) 
REG I STERo ~VTOC ~ 

CATALOG 

FILE_TYPE::: 

F I LETYPEo [SEQUENTIAL ~ 
RELATIVE 
INDEXED 
LIBRARY 
UNDEFINED 

DEVICE CLASS::: 

DEVCLASSo ~ ~ !~~ ~ 
DISKETTE 

BLKSIZE= BLOCK SIZE= 
One- to nine-digit number specifying the block size 

IINITSI INITIAL SIZE::: 
One- nine-digi number fying the initial size 

COPY FROM= (None) 
Actual file name th optional id) indi 

fi ion the containing the 
file 

continued 

7004 



Table 7g l. Procedure Call Command K&Io'lWnrl1~ 

Command Keyword Explanation/Parameters 

COPY TO:: 
(cont. 

PURGE 

SUBMIT 

7004 ..... YCJ',r\J\.JU 

Actual file name (with optional host-id) or indirect 
specification giving the address of an area containing the 
file name string 

TRANSLAT= 

MODE::~~!~~CT r 
UINDIRECT~ 

KEY1= 
Size, location, and characteristics of first file key 

KEY2= 
Size, location, and characteristics of second file key 

KEY3= 
Size, location, and characteristics of third file key 

KEY4:: 
Size, location, and characteristics of fourth file key 

KEYS::: 
Size, location, and characteristics of fifth file key 

FILE:: 
Actual file name string (with optional host-id) or indirect 
specification giving the address of an area containing the 
actual file name string 

REQUEST:: 
Actual text string or an indirect specification glvlng the 
address of an area containing the actual text string 

FILE:: 

Interactive 
Keyword 

(None) 

TRANSLATE::: 

(None) 

(None) 

KEY 2:: 

KEY 4:: 

(None) 

(None) 

(None) 

continued 



7-4 

Table Procedure Can Command 

Command Keyword Explanation/Parameters 

SUBMIT HOST= 
(cont.) 

TALK 

Appl ies 
to all 
commands 

Actual host-id or indirect specification giving the address 
of an area containing the actual host-id 

PRINT::: 
Actual print device or indirect specification glvlng the 
address of an area containing the actual print device 
specification 

PUNCH= 
Actual punch device or indirect specification glvlng the 
address of an area containing the actual punch device 
sped f i cat i on 

MESSAGE= 
Actual text message or indirect specification giving the 
address of an area containing the actual text message 

USER= 
Actual user-id (with optional host-id) or indirect 
specification giving the address of an area containing the 
actual user-id 

whether the user program is to wait for completion 
of the DDP command. If WAIT=YES (default), the program is 
put in the wait state until the command has completed. 

NOTE: If WAIT=YES and the program performs a copy from a 
remote host to the local host or another remote 
host, control is returned to the program when the 
COpy command is accepted by the source file host; 
however, there is currently no way to detect the 
completion of the actual copy process. 

If WAIT=NO, control is returned to the program when the DDP 
processing complex the command. The user program 
can interrogate the XI I bit in the first word of the 
parameter list contained in register 1. 

Interactive 
Keyword 

(None) 

(None) 

(None) 

(None) 

(None) 

(None) 
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The DDP program interface routine 
with 0 and 1 to indicate ,",VA.U.jJ.1CiI.L'VJ.1I. 

returns to the user program with ... o.rl"1l",1-.o.-,.'" 

'-'V ..... AjJ ........ LI .• V.lU. status. AU other user program 

DDP 
returns to the user program with: 

user program 

"''''''';::;'.l>'>LlCd. 0 set to the error code that caused the abnormal termination 

set to zero when the error is detected 

When the error is detected in the DDP prc)cess]:ng- 'VVJ.U!.J'-'-"""-q DDP returns to the user 
program with: 

... " ...... "" ..... JV'-'.lI. 0 set to the value 512 

... " ..... "" .... ...,vv.ll. 1 set to the three-character EBCDIC DDP error code the , .... ·'IIQtO~n'l 
n1"nY'nn,r>n ..Ll'ollUIt-I!.LILL. 7004 

Table 7-2 lists errors or other abnormal "'V.lI. ... ",u.", ... " .... hJ 

program An '-'.L>.JpU ... 'AAU''' ... ''.A ... 

7004 ""T-.Jv ... .rV\JV 



7-6 

Table 

Error jCondition 

(R.e!~ist,er 0 

512 

513 

514 

515 

516 

517 

518 

519 

520 

...... ,,... -" .... .-. .. in." Abnormal COirnplletl(m Status Me:ssa:ges 

An error is returned from the DDP processing complex. The actual error is contained 
in l. 

No main storage available for 
problem. 

buffer allocation, This is a system resource 

Bad header item code (HIC) in parameters by the user program. This is 
usually the result of an error in the DDP called by the user program and not 
the program itself, since the generates the header item codes. 

End of parameters indicator not found during parameter scan. This is a sanity check 
that points to a problem within the DDP procedure itself, not the processing module. 

Bad header item code (HIC) for indirect parameter. This is a sanity check that points 
to a problem within the DDP procedure itself, not the processing module. 

Indirect parameter is not half-word aligned. A problem exists in the user program data 
area alignment. 

Size of the indirect parameter exceeds maximum allowed. There is an error in the 
size specified as the first 2 bytes of the indirect parameter. 

Error returned from SYSCOM, DDP could not be activated. This is a sanity check. 

DDP$PROG is cancelled. The requested function is terminated abnormally. This error 
results from the activation of abnormal termination island code because of a program 

check or an operator cancel request. 
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IJJd.UU.JLLAF, indicates entries the user makes. 

1-
2. LOGON ACCEPTED date time 
3. 
4. DDP002 CAl 002 TALK COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000001 10 15:49 
5. H001:$Y$CON VOLUME MOUNTED. PROCEED. 

DDP022 TRM 022 TALK COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000001 10:15 

1. This command attaches our JSMITH is 

a 

user-id. 

2. The LOGON command is at the indicated date and time. 

7004 -r'JV\.FV'JV 

3. We tell the remote to mount our disk 

4. The TALK command is ':l n£"07'o'I"Ori 

5. The remote (Ynl~"'~1-(V" re~mCillalS 
mounted our volume. 

6. The DDP TALK command is 

the DDPTALK us he has 



1 • 
2. 

space remote host 

3. CAl 002 CREATE COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000002 10:20:37 
4. DDP022 mmm 022 CREATE COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000002 10:25:51 

6. 
7. DDP002 CAl 002 COpy COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000003 10:37:21 

RECORD COUNT=cccccccc DATA SIZE=sssssssssss MODUlES=mmm 
9. DDP022 mmm 

which we name 
and the 

2. we're one our local files to this file. So 
we have to establish the same block and record sizes as we have in our local 
file and 91 This command uses the defaults for 

3. The CREATE command is ac(~eplte(l. 

4. The DDP CREATE is nATY,n,'L"hrnn file is 
,-, .... ,u. .. "",-,"",-,- on the remote host. 

5. We copy our local whose read is on our 
& remote host R001 in our remote file REMIPERS. If a direct connection isn't 
6. we want the to hold the command until it is. 

This command uses defaults for the POSITION and TRANSLATE 

These lines also show the method for 
concatenation. 

7. The DDP COpy command is accept;ed. 

8. This message indicates the number of data 

9. The DDP COpy command is 'VV.J.1LLI-'A."'''''''Uo. 

character 

data and number of 
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1. 
DDP002 CA 002 STATUS COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000004 10:49:01 

3. WAITING FOR I/O 
4. DDP022 mmm 022 STATUS COMMAND COMPLETED WO=000004 10:52:16 
5. 

DDP002 CA 002 SUBMIT COMMAND ACCEPTED WO=000005 11:01:45 
7. DDP044 mmm mid H0010035 JOB SUBMITTED FOR WO=000005 1 :52 

find we 
session. 

The is executed and is "n .. ~ ... o .... t-Iu uro .. ,!- .. ""n- for I/O, 

4. The DDP STATUS command is 

5, We submit the in module 
remote host HOOl, 

6. The 

a 

to the 

7. name is HOOI0035 DDP on remote The first 
four characters of the ,I V ",',HULAUv ,rI.o'ntTt"'H the host that initiated the SUBMIT 
command the host where the 





8-1. 

See 
To do the following: Use this command and these parameters: Required? also: 

Cancel a job DDPilCANCELilJOB= 4.4.2 

on a specific No 
host 

with a job name of jobname Yes 

where you want No 
the job's output 
to be discarded or 
delivered to you 

Cancel a command DDP6CANCEL!lCOMMAND= 

with work-order- work-order-number Yes 
number of 

Copy a file DDP!lCOPYl!FROM= 4.3.2 

on a sped fi c 
id}=] 

No 
host 

with a file-id of originating-file-id Yes 

to a host !lTO= Yes 

with a host-id of 
idJ'J 

No 

to a file with destination-file-id Yes 
an id of 

with an index AKEY tIl ~ = (size ,locati on No 
that's being 
changed from the No 

continued 
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Table 

To do the following: 

Copy a file (cont.) 

with a specifica
tion of how the 
copy is to be 
performed 

that should over
write current file 
contents (SOF) or 
add to current 
file contents (EOF) 

that needs trans
lating to the 
hostis code 

Create a file 

on a specific 
host 

with a fiLe-id of 

with a specific 
block size 

on a specific 
device 

with a specific 
file type 

with an ini ti al 
size 

Command &;UI'u"t,inn 

Use this command and these parameters: 

DDP~CREATE6FILE= 

file- ;~ 

lFI 

tial-number-blockS/r 
-9 digits ~ 

See 
Required? also: 

4.3.2 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 4.3.1 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

continued 
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Table COlmn1al11d Function Surnm,arv 

To do the following: Use this command and these parameters: 

Enter stream DDP ENTER ERROR= 
processing 

and continue 
or cancel if an 
error occurs 

Purge a file DDP6PURGE~FILE= 

on a spec; c host 

with a file-id of 

Find out the status 

of a command you 
entered 

of a host 

of a job you 
entered 

of a file you 
control 

of another user 

Submit a job for 
execution 

70044508-000 

from a specific 
host 

where the job is 
located in a 
specific file 

file- id 

DDP~STATUS6 

COMMAND=work-order-number 

lIHOST=host-id 

jobname 

file- id 

user-id 

DDPlISUBMITlIFILE= 

file- id 

See 
Required? also: 

No E.2 

No 4.3.3 

Yes 

4.5.1 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

4.4.1 

No 

Yes 

continued 



Table 

To do the following: 

Send a statement 

where you make a 
spec if i c request 

to a specific host 

Send a message 

where the message 
is 

to a user or 
operator 

located on a 
specific host 

who is either 
the operator or 
a user with an id 

where you want a 
reply 

Use this command and these parameters: 

DDP~SUBMIT~REQUEST= 

statement! 

DDP~TALK~MESSAGE= 

Dstring 

AUSER= 

[AWAIT] 

See 
Required? also: 

4.4.3 

Yes 

No 

4.5.2 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 
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DDPllCOPY!lFROM= - id}: Jori ginating- fi le- id 

6TO= i on- host- i dr J dest i nat ion- file- i d 

~KEY r{:\ ~ = (size, locati on 



file- id 

-9 digi 

tial-number-blocks/1-9 di 9 itSj] 

DDP.tWURGEM I LE::: fHe-id 

DDP6sTATusA COMMAND=work-order-number 
HOST=host-id 

JOB::: jobname 

FILE= file-id 

USER= user- id 
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file-id 

[~PRINT=host-id::device-id] 

DDP~SUBMIT~REQUEST=Bstatement! 
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Certain DDP commands and paralneteI'S "":'1'<.,,,-..0 the use of other commands or 
rn _ T "I J.ame 

If you specify: You must also specify:/The following must be true: 

DDPACANCEL~JOB= a job name for a job that you submitted through the SUBMIT 
FILE command with the same user-id 

COMMAND= a work-order-id for a DDP command you submitted that you 
want cancel. You must use the same user-id as when you 
issued the original command. 

DDP~COPY~FROM= originating-file-id 
destination-file-id 
TO= 

file-id that includes a File-id must also include element type. 
nonsource module name 

MODE=INDIRECT 

For additional restrictions, 
see Tables 4-3 and 4-4. 

DDP~CREATEAFILE= 

File must be cataloged. 

file- id 

either INITIAL_SIZE or INCREMENT_SIZE or both 

DEVICE_CLASS=DISKETTE BLOCK SIZE=256 or Less 
RECORD SIZE=256 or less 
INITIAL_SIZE 

REGISTER=VTOC 

DDPAPURGEMILE= 

DDP~SUBMIT~FILE= 

file-id that includes 
module 

DDP~SUBMIT6REQUEST= 

7004 -.JVLrLnJU 

file-id with a volume serial number included for all 
subsequent commands referring to this file 

file- id 

file- id 

File-id must also include element type. 

IUSER: 





The DDP ENTER command controls the pT()CeSSlng of an enter stream. 

DDPl1ENTERllERROR= qcont i nuer 
~cancel D 

Parameters 

continue 
To continue the pn)CeSslng an enter stream u..<.I.\.I" ...... ,'--". DDP '"'v ............... u.u . .I.U 

terminates in error. 

cancel 
To cancel the of an enter stream when another DDP command 
terminates in error. If any other errors occur when you this 

DDP reads the commands in the enter 
stream and --_ .... -~-.T 

All DDP commands in an enter stream are under the user-id SPleClnea in the 
LOGON command. You can run enter streams. 
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E-2 

When the DDP ENTER command is "' ..... ,"''''''' .... i-,n ... '''.n in an enter 
messages appear in the enter stream 

DDP002 CAl 002 ENTER COMMAND ACCEPTED hh:mm:ss 
DDP002 INT 002 ENTER COMMAND COMPLETED hh:mm:ss 

the 

errors in the cOJTInaaJld, 
vV.1-'-"',",.l'-'. wc~rkst(ltl()n, or DDP enter stream 

message appears on the 
the errors the 

t::""uU'(~" ><" .... "', .. "' ..... ,.,,, .LV.JlUf/,!rLU/.,. 7004 

COMMAND REJECTED BECAUSE OF ERROR(S) LISTED ABOVE 

You can use the DDP ENTER command in an enter stream. If you enter the 
command from a or the messages are 

DDP002 CAl 002 ENTER COMMAND ACCEPTED hh:mm:ss 
DDP103 INT 103 ENTER COMMAND REJECTED hh:mm:ss 

Table E-l shows the format for the cards "''''1"",,' .. 01"1 to enter your DDP task as a batch 

Table 

Card Format 

II DATA FILEID=name 

LOGON user-

II-oni~Oll'llna' OOP Commands in a Batch Stream 

Explanation 

name 
The name through which you reference this enter stream. It is 
one to eight alphanumeric characters Long. 

user-id 
The one to six alphanumeric characters identifying you as a 
user to the host. 

prints the dayls bulletin on your output. The default 
is NO. Although you canlt change your DDP commands as a result 
of knowing the bulletin, knowing it may explain output errors. 

continued 
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Card Format 

DDP command cards 

LOGOFF 

II IN 

Follow these 

1. Place cards 

to 

Explanation 

Type these on the cards exactly as you would type them in at 
your terminal. 

Because this is 
in the order 
before the 
operation, 
previous one 
commands 

an enter stream, your DDP commands are executed 
which you list them. Each command is completed 
is started. (This s different from terminal 

your next DDP command before the 
Therefore, t s all right to ist 

commands. For instance, can 
fi copy to it. DDP won t attempt to copy 

Operations that proceed in a local-to-remote direction are 
done ly. However, operations in a remote-to-local or 
remote-to-remote rection, are merely routed the remote 
host for processing. As soon as routing is complete, the 
next command is executed. 

Care should when performing these operations from 
an enter stream, since concurrent command execution may 
result. 

your a remote batch 

the card reader. 

A message appears on the C'uc''!-",,,,, console that the file you ,"""""",-Y-,,,r< on 
your FILEID the II DATA statement has been created. 

3. At the '-'v.u""v'-'~, enter: 

ENTERM=RDR, FIL=name 

where: 
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name 
Is the reference name of the enter stream as indicated in your FILEID 
pal'arrletE~r in the II DATA statement. 

Enter streams can also be created 'l-h, .. ",",,..,..h the OS/3 editor and saved as source 
modules a user the 
command: 

ENTER module-name,filename,vsn 

,",VLHUAUAAU., see the General Editor 

Here are the cards use to enter the SalnpJle session from A in a remote 
batch enter stream. See .. .LI-' IJ"· ... AUlA.n.'JOV A and B for of any commands you 
don't understand. 

DATA FILEID=ARCHER 
LOGON JSMITH,BU=YES 
DDP ENTER ERROR=CONTINUE 
DDP TALK MESSAGE= PLEASE MOUNT VOL007 1 HOST=H001::0PERATOR 
DDP CREATE FILE=H001: i REM/PERS(AXS9/AXSA1),VOL001! 
DDP COPY FROM= ,PERSNNEL(JMS8/)I TO=H001:: i , 

DDP SUBMIT FILE=IPAY06,PAYJOBS(JMS17/>, S HOST=H001 
LOGOFF 
II FIN 

RECORD SIZE=91 
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All DDP local and remote <:)(>1-~"'{n1-'u in the interactive services 
shutdown pr()ceSSl:ng. sent to 

any other 
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DDP LOG SHEET 
TERMINAL: 

Time Work Order Remote Time Time 
User-id Date Command Accepted Number Jobname Host ID Completed Aborted 
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08/3 DDP file transfer and file access facilities use ICAM's demand mode interface 
and distributed communications architecture Your host-ids appear in 

the label of the LOCAP macroinstructions. The REMOTE ,yY\o,. ... <:>rln on the LPORT 
and LOCAP macroinstructions must 083. To O"Al'1 AT'!'! 

the IM8 DDP transaction see the IMS .... "" .. ro.n. >J'-""JIJV' 

UP-11907. 

Here is a ICAM network definition for the DDP file and transfer and file 
access facilities. It's a very one, with two hosts and one user connected to 
one of the hosts on a terminal. For further information on ICAM and see 
the ICAM for your c'Uc~1-.o'rn 

G-l shows a definition for an ICAM network in a local C<"<1c'1I-n,,,,,", 

lCAM network be in the remotel:'r.rnT\""1"C .... 

Note: In a three-node network 
destination at a third 

initiator at one source at a and 

70044508-000 

each node must have a communications link to 
every other node. For eX(J~mlJle; 

NODA must connect to NODB + NODG. 
NODB must connect to NODA + NODG. 
NODG must connect to NODA + NODB. 

these connections are not U-V'Nt,.t,.'NV~~. "7'1FU1'flFl 

remotely are lost. 
and messages 

G-l 



COMMCT 

ACT1 CCA TYPE=(GBL"A),DCA=YES,GAWAKE=YES,CCAID=ACT1 

FEATURES=(OPCOM) 

BUFFERS 24,256,2,ARP=36,UDUCT=(12,32,3) LINKPAK=(10,768,1 

LNE1 LINE DEVICE=(UNISCOPE) 

ATRM TERM FEATURES=( 1920),ADDR=(21 51 <-----

HIGH=MAIN,LOW=MAIN,MEDIUM=MAIN,INPUT=(YES) 

)( 

This is your local 
terminal. 

!CUP1! LOCAP TYPE:::{ <----------------- This is your local host. 

VLN1 VLINE DEVICE=ABM,TYPE=(9600) ID=7,RSPADDR=3, 

LPORT LINE=VLN1,REMOTE=OS3,PORT=1,EU1=CUP1,EU2=CUP2, 

USERTP=DMI 

BTRM TERM FEATURES=(U20,1920),ADDR=(2151) 

HIGH=MAIN LOW=MAIN,MEDIUM=MAIN,INPUT=(YES),REMOTE=B 

TCTUPD=YES,REMOTE=(B) 

x 

Hereis where you specify 
DM!. (Notice that the 
REMOTE= operand is not 
used. ) 

!CUP2! LOCAP TYPE=(DMI REMOTE=( < ------------ This defines the remote 
OS/3 system. 

ENDCCA 

MCP 

MCPNAME=C1 

CACH=(04,9600,SYNC) 

CACH=(07,9600,FULL,ILA) 

END 

N.ohlllo'1lll"k Definition in 

UNISCOPE is a Vl>('Ileto,~DrI trademark of Unisys 
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Table H-l is a summary of the nrC)2'T'::m1-to-[)r02T:lrn macroinstructions used with the 
08/3 DDP file access 

To do the following: 

Establ ish a 
communications path 
between primary IPC 
and destination IPC 

Begin and end a 
conversation between 
paired programs 

70044508-000 

Issue this imperative: 

where: 

cdibname 
Address of the IS CDIB. 

CDIB address is preloaded into register 1. 

ribname 
Address of userls RIB. 

(0) 
RIB address is preloaded into register 0. 

where: 

cdibname 
Address of useris CDIB. 

(1) 

CDIB address is preloaded into register 1. 

Reference 

6.4.4 

,DATA] 6.5.3 

continued 

H-l 



To do the following 

Begin and end a 
conversation between 
paired programs 
(cant. ) 

Transfer data 

Issue this imperative: 

surrogate-prog 
Name the program with which conversation 
is to be initiated (used ion only). 

(0) 
Assumes address 
into register 

name of program is preloaded 

ACT 
Indicates primary program conversation with 
surrogate program is activated. 

DEACT 
Indicates primary program conversation th 
surrogate program is to be deactivated (closed). 

DATA 
Indicates next imperative contains data to be 
passed with ACT or DEACT IPe function. 

,UNLOCK] 

where: 

DMOUT 
Used to send data. 

DMINP 
Used to receive data. 

cdibname 
Address of user s CDIB. 

(1) 

CDIB address is preloaded into register 1. 

workarea 
Address of data buffer that can be fixed 
or variable according to the WKFM parameter 
description in the RIB. 

(0) 
Buffer address is preloaded into register 0. 

Reference 

6.4.4 

continued 
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Table 

To do the following: 

Pass conversation 
control from primary 
program to surrogate 
program 

Close the conversation 

70044508-000 

Issue this imperative: 

where: 

cdibname 
Address of user1s CDIB 

1) 

CDIB address is preloaded into register 1. 

PROG 
Identifies the imperative belongs to the DDP 
file access facility. 

BEQ 
Indicates conversation control is to be passed 
to the surrogate program. 

END 
Indicates an end to the conversation (only a DMOUT 
imperative can follow; indicates a reply is expected 
by the primary program; usable only in TWA mode 
by the surrogate program). 

where: 

cdibname 
Address of user1s CDIB. 

1 ) 
CDIS address is preloaded into register 1. 

Reference 

6.5.3 

6.4.4 

H-3 





absolute 
Load code. 

appll.catiOn program 
An .... ...,.JvA,U"-"'.y ... 'l_l'i~-:'ul::'>,¢.Y'r. program, written the user to converse or communicate with 

C01unlmrncatlng UIJIJ ... l",UI.,JlVU. programs on OS/3 remote hosts in a DDP 

A indicates the program wishes 
program. The program becomes 

program after the solicited response is received from the Cl11""'AO"·::l1-0 

An online of information COlltalmngfile names with their 
'-'AA<.4JV.'-'JIJ easy access to restricts files to certain users. 

CDM 
See consolidated data mEmalge'ment. 

centralized data procles~nnJ! 

command 

A method of 
needs of many users. The 
terminals and Delnnne]~a 

An action nO·....-",,..Trlorl on a C01llo-utE!r 

of the DDP software that 

70044508-000 

pr()cess]ng unit accommodates the varied 
"'A'ft""""".,f.r, ... may have many .... A' .... 'n,i-r .. 

your commands and forwards them for 



control statements a "" .. 7<,t-",,,,,,, that can be executed 

nn·"...,.." ... I£l,'V conversation 
A communications and cnl~"'A,n":n-c> 
programs may send and receive data. The programs may 
reverse statuses. A program can also communicate with more than one 

program. 

The name 

An V"",-'.-.lJ.('UJ.F,V of information between two or more COlnnlUlllcatJlflg programs that is 
"Ar'rll11,.r£~rI via CDM macroinstructions. Conversations 

or CUInPJ.ex. 

data base 
A collection of data fundamental to an 

data ... .!l ..... A.!l ............ U.~ 

The to access data on a remote host programs on the local host. 

DDP 
See distributed data pr()CeSslng CUC!rOll"n 

See command 

DEACT 
Parameter of the DMCTL , ...... -nC>',..."t"'H70 issued the program to data 
to and solicit a response from the Cll1~"'AlrTg't program with a to terminate the 
conversation. The program may 
the when the response message. 

are not 

defined record m~ln:aglerr.leIlt 
The of IMS to access a defined file. 

all 
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destination file 
In a DDP e"'7e'~o-rn the file into which another file is 

destination-host-id access ........ ' ............. "'.'1' 

One to four characters ..... "' ....... , .... ..... 
DDP assumes the destination file is on your local host. 

destination the file access 
An extension of the user-id file access with the format: 

destination::=[host~id:]user~id 

Host-id is one to four characters .. .rI",.,h,+··"i,"' ...... the on which you 
wish to be executed. The host-id is and defaults to the local 
the host on which the is The 
that the host-id is the master. 

messages 
Information about a ex~~culte~::1, rI' en, '-::nrorl on a console or terminal screen. 

distributed communications architecture 

DMI 

element 

element 

The aSr)eCl~S of the communication 
corlCelots and a set of rules and 

the in the of 

in a peer 

See demand mode interface. 

of a A ...... UU ..... lv in a program 
an element is a module. 

The kind of code that elements are written such as 
absolute See also element. 

file. In DDP '"'vuJ.u.A< .... u.u.tJ, 

or 

n"1" ... Tll .... t-'n ...... of data use of a code so that it can be reconverted to its 
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file-id 
The COIJnplete which a file is identified. In the file-id must include the 

include the name, write ..-.O"'''''·I7",,,-rl,,, ·un''' ......... ' ' 

I [module-name],filename[([read-passwrd]/write-passwrd])],[voll,[element]1 

file 
,rI<:>-ni-,-t,:nnrr your file when it resides on disk and 

and files 

screens 
A ~~~''''~~-.1 of how information and additional can be obtained for the DDP 
commands. 

hierarchical 
An ar]~aIJlgemEmt of hosts so that there is a different rank among them. 

host 
An ........ '-'."jJ"' .... ..,""..., ..... " c()mnu·ter attached to a DDP ~v<;;rtPlm 

host-id 
on1h-t,:nnn name of your host. In it is the same as the node-id you in 

pararnelcer of your LOCAP macroinstruction in your ICAM network 
v .... J .... ,,""" ........... , the local host is assumed. See 3.1.2 and the individual 

ICAM 
n1-l~n..'a1-t:>rl communications access method. A software for OS/3 

communications that you levels of interface to remote devices. 

IMS DDP transaction .... ""' ... , ......... ,".:7 

A 
to process an IMS transaction at a remote Multithread IMS systems 

... orn",,,orl at both the local and remote sites. IMS can route a transaction to a 
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transaction rh ... ·ol"i",.." ....... , ""-"l'i"'n'lO' 

transaction program ... A11.i-' ..... ',..... 

In(w:x:ea file 
A file accessed ."r""A ... ,"hn to one or more index VALuu~n~.IRAMorMIRAM 

transaction-oriented data base m,m2lgemEmt u.IJIJ.Il_ ..... U.IJ.IlVL.'" 

11 n l'_ol-l'lI"'!.-lIi!'°T:lI """rp services 
A collection of commands and Q-"c~1-o'rn programs that enables you to prepare, 
control and to routines and from a 
workstation. 

One to arr:manu_mf~nc characters .IlU--'-.IlUA ... .IlF, the that the DDP SUBMIT FILE 
command returned to you. 

A series of control statements stored in a that can be executed a 
control statement. as proc or -.-"' .. r' .... "" ... ""·n 

file 
A file VVAU" .... "' ..... AJlF> of a collection of program modules. 

local host-id 
One to four alI=ma_nU_m€~rlC characters the £>nT'V\'Y'\'"i-", ... at your 
site. See the command the local host-id for 

LOCAP file 
The file within IeAM that is necessary to no' .. -rn',1- n' ... A/"' .... ""Yn_'i"A_'n ... r',.....".a-rn 
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macro macroinstruction 
A source statement in an assembler program that is converted into many assembler 
source statements to do a OPEN or 

master-slave reJlat;lOltlSJUp 

A communications connection in which one "'''' .......... ·.,f-r' ... ""JU.Al-'jI.'JV\J controls the data 
""vA.lI .. U .. U.F. and functions. 

Consists of some <:l ... t-",i-,,.<:l .... ''H amount information whose and end are 
defined or and that is transmitted from one program to another program in a 
DDP network. 

module 
A of a file that is accessible name as a unit. 

network 
The total collection of in a data communications C' .. rc~i-olrn 

nine-thousand remote 
A software program that controls data transmission to allow the 
80 to be used as a terminal to a Series 1100 <:!'UC!i-olm 

nonencoded characters 
Standard codes 
IJV.:J.:J.lIJAv bit palCteJrllS 

NTR 
See V.L"" .... "' ................ remote. 

file 
In the 

.r<' ..... , .. ", ... ,,,.."'" host-id 

ID is omllttea. 

from 

made up of bit are more 
u""" .... "'u.l..y used in these codes. Some users alter their 

that are not of the These "'''''''"10 

a copy is 

nmnmlg the host. Used with the 
control stream file location. If HOST

local host. 
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real 

cOlnplonE~nt of the file access 
that can initiate and carry on a ""rHTo· .. ""t-, 

a remote 08/3 host. The cornrnlUnJCatmlg 
the network. 

A set of rules 

response messages or message headers. 

a.,..t·o"-,,nN to the actual time 
which results can be used 

file 

process and £'1''''''''-'0' 

A file you may access either record record or the relative number of the 
record within the file. 
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A function of the can access and process disk files 
"'W ... U.l.J.JlF. on remote 08/3 Q'l.T':tAlm 

The £>"'7."...,..·.,-1-,.., ... gleo~!Tapn:lcaH 

connected. 

hosts a 

A form video 
data from a program. 

The destination host in a DDP 

to which you are 

is connected two others. 

used to a program or to 

A file you access record ,>"".",..,'i,nN to the order of the records in the file. 

A communications GlS,CI]::IIInle """""''''H~''''''' program is 
allowed to send and the C"n'· ... A'rrot- allowed to receive. 

and that 

which the central processor reads and writes records to or from a 
device rather than a slower device. 

stand-alone proceSl~lIll2 
The ....... ..."n1-" ... to process data with no connection to any other £>" ... "' ...... ,,1-<:, ... 

star structure 
The .. ~_". ___ .. ,..., of hosts so all hosts are connected to one central host. 

amOlH!atllon program that is one of a of programs used with 
access See program for other of 

AUTO ... TC.... the two programs can statuses via the 
of the DMCTL , ....... ,'"',"'".·.-..1-"'0 
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SVJrnn1ol].c code 
Source code. 

See distributed data pr()CeSslng C!"7C~1-0'rYl 

",n,,,.,...,.'1",,,.,. oriented 

the terminal 
1'\r1;'~"'<:l·t-n ... routes a transaction via a transaction code that identifies a transaction at a 

See transaction n,...r' ...... ·"'...",... 

processor transaction the terminal 
()r\':>"I"Q'TA"I" routes a transaction via a transaction with a "'1-"'Jv.l.<AA 

routes the transaction to a remote See transaction rll,,·o.-.t-n'l'''' "',"o"lrlnrr 

transaction program 

The use of an information information or to ~~L'~LL"',~ 
and to receive a response. Each transaction involves one 

terminal followed one response from a host. DDP transaction 
involves the use of information across two or more hosts. 

transaction program 
A method of the 1MS DDP transaction processor the terminal 
nnly,..ot-A'" initiates a transaction at the local 1MS The COBOL or basic 
..... 0,:J"-'A.LLV·<.Y uin~ru~lge action program sends a message that initiates a transaction at the 

See transaction and transaction op~~rator 

tree structure 
The of hosts so that each is connected at least one other host but may 
addition be connected to others . 

...... U"' ....... 'h communication 
A DDP file access communications between a 
"l"O(",".c":!1-jr"l"\..,O,G;:!'t'·J',rJ"Al~,v e:XCIlarlge to coordinate data transfer. A sense of 

conversation. 
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work 

file file COIltalnlng source code. 

..... !J'u.u.,J'V your files 

to as a user to 

I'il"Y·Or-"t"A..,"U written on your disk volume that lists the addresses and other information 
files that volume. 

number 
A reference number as:Slg:nea to each command entered into the DDP software. 

command you enter into the DDP software. Some messages use this term when 
.,..at"~a"'·""'n ..... to the command you entered this message. 

CRT ~A~'JA~' 
to access the interactive services. 

that you use 
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remote batch 4-6 
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Common data interface block 
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1-11 
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3-1 
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6-11,6-19 
DDP Distributed data 
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DDP COpy command 

gang copy, 4-18 

E-l 
DDP file access 

declarative macroinstructions 
2-4 

6-1 
macroinstructions summary, H-l 

conlmEma, 4-26 
DDP TALK conlm~lna, 
DDP transfer 

automatic recovery, 4-40 

name, 4-5 
messages, 4-6 

4-1 

AHU .• UAJlU.O, 4-27 
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remote 4-20 
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D-l 
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also 

1-7 
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6-7 

Defaults in ix 
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6-7 

3-1 
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batch stream command 
E-l 

communications ,.nr'''''· .. nTnn."t-co 

1-3 to 1-6 
1-1 

1-7 
file access 

file transfer 

DMCTL 
DMINP 
DMOUT 
DMSEL 
DOPEN 

Element 
4-3 

file access 

DDP transfer 

3-1 

3-1 

1-7 

Exclamation mark in vV .. U.UJlU .... UO, IX 

File 
DDP file access 

4-12 
remote system, 2-4 

v ..... 'J.u .. l.,,' 4-6 
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action program 
2-5 

2-6 

2-6 
Indexed files 

4-12 

Inf ormation commands 
DDP 
DDP 

conversation 
program, 6-1 7 

3-1 

D-1 
5-1,5-2 

conversation program, 6-12 
nt-l,,,,.at-C,rI communications access 

method 
DDP £::In,,, ... ,vnTY'lOl"1t-

G-2 
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Interactive services in the DDP 
3-1 

Job 
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name, 4-5 

A-3 
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communication 
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summary, H-1 
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DDP STATUS command information 
summary, 4-30 

1-11 
from remote 4-6 
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Minimal DDP 1-3 
MIRAM 
Module 
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name, 4-2 
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4-3 
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OS/3 to UNIX file transfer 
5-1 

differences in file names, 5-4 
Information Services 
network ".r.r~n-i"'A"V'oA·nf.", 

H-2 

Pound x 

4-39 

5-1, 

set1tln~~s on error 7-6 
Remote file 

DDP file access 
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4-40 

Resource information block 
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6-19 6-7 
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6-17 
6-3 

macroinstructions H-l 
OP€mn:L~ a 6-9 

6-4 
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PURGE command (OS/3 to 5-3 
4-18 
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for file 4-3 
2-5 
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4-39 
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or job), 
program 
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pnm arm g for command 
4-4 

4-6 

vV~~~I-' .• vh conversation program, 6-17 
conversation program, 6-12 

considerations in 6-12 
Transaction with DDP 
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